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요 약 문 

 

본 보고서에서는 500oC 이상의 고온과 30 년 이상의 설계운전 수명을 목표로 하는 

차세대 원자로 설계개발에 필수적인 고온 구조건전성을 효율적이고 정확히 수행하기 

위해 복잡한 ASME Code Section III, Subsection NH 의 적용규칙을 컴퓨터 계산으로 

수행할 수 있는 SIE ASME-NH (Structural Integrity Evaluations by ASME-NH) 

프로그램을 개발하고 이에 대한 사용자 설명서를 기술하였다. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

In this report, the SIE ASME (Structural Integrity Evaluations by ASME-NH), 

which has a computerized implementation of ASME Pressure Vessels and Piping Code 

Section III Subsection NH rules, is developed to apply to the next generation reactor 

design subjecting to the elevated temperature operations over 500oC and over 30 years 

design lifetime, and the user’s manual for this program is described in detail. 
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1. Introduction and Overview 

 

   In most LMR(Liquid Metal Reactor) design, the operating temperature is very high 

over 500oC and the design lifetime is much more than 30 years. Therefore, the time-

dependent creep rupture, excessive creep deformation, cyclic creep ratcheting, creep-

fatigue, creep crack growth and creep buckling become very important in reactor 

structural design. Unlike with conventional PWR, the normal operating conditions can be 

basically dominant design loading because the hold time at elevated temperature 

condition is enough long to result in severe creep damage during total service lifetime. 

For the purpose of the high temperature structural integrity evaluation in design of 

nuclear power plants, the worldwide design codes and assessment procedures such as 

ASME-NH(USA), RCC-MR(France), R5(UK), and DDS(Japan) are developed or under 

development status.  

   This report provides the user guidance for a high temperature structural integrity 

evaluation computer program(SIE ASME-NH Code), which has a computerized 

implementation of ASME Pressure Vessels and Piping Code Section III Subsection NH 

rules, for the time-dependent primary stress limits, total accumulated inelastic strain 

limits, and the creep-fatigue damage evaluations in structural mechanical design of 

nuclear power plants operating with high temperatures over creep temperature zone at 

normal operating conditions for both base metal and weldment. Actually it is very 

complicate to completely apply the ASME-NH design rules by hand calculation step by 

step to evaluate the high temperature structural integrity using the results of elastic 

analysis, especially when there are multi-transient cycle types for whole design lifetime. 

As an example for the creep ratcheting limit evaluations using simplified inelastic 

analysis rules the creep ratcheting strain should be calculated for each temperature-time 

block through the entire service life time. To do this the isochronous stress and strain 

curves entering at the initial strain accumulated throughout the prior load history have to 

be regenerated by appropriate curve fitting method corresponding to the time block 

period and temperature.  SIE ASME-NH Code can provide the design by analysis tools to 

carry out the high-temperature structural integrity evaluation for the design of the next 

generation nuclear power plant.  
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   This program is developed as modular type therefore it is very easy to expand and 

include another ASME Code rules. Especially the additional material database module 

can be developed and added into this program separately. Developed SIE ASME-NH 

Code can be used to evaluate multi-transient operating cycles and multi-evaluating points 

simultaneously with results of elastically calculated stress and strain for each cycle type. 

   SIE ASME-NH Code consists of following principal subprograms as; 

 

- Main Program 

- Input Data Control Program 

- Primary Stress Limit Evaluation Program 

- Total Inelastic Strain Limit Evaluation Program 

- Creep-Fatigue Damage Evaluation Program 

- Material Database Programs 

- Stress Intensity Calculation Program 

 

   The main program controls the evaluating option and dynamic arrays for most variables 

required in structural integrity evaluation. 

   In input data control program, the input data such as elastic stress, strain, metal 

temperature, and so on, will be read and stored in array by control commands. The work 

process of SIE ASME-NH Code is a direct batch job and does not require an interactive 

procedure unlike CHECK-ASME. Therefore, users have to prepare the input file using 

with simple commands defined in this code. 

   Time-dependent primary load limits for design condition, service level A, B, C and D 

can be selectively checked by the primary stress limit evaluation program. This 

evaluation includes the primary membrane stress intensity limits, primary membrane plus 

bending stress intensity limits, primary membrane plus modified-bending stress intensity 

limits and the use-fraction sum corresponding to service levels. 

   The deformation and strain limits for structural integrity can be checked by using both 

the elastic analysis approach and the simplified inelastic analysis approach. The 

calculated effective creep ratcheting strains for each cycle types in this evaluation 

procedure will be used in next creep-fatigue evaluation. 
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   The creep-fatigue damage evaluation can be carried out step by step in detail with 

compliance of ASME-NH rules. The total strain range including the elastic-plastic strain 

range and the creep strain increments will be calculated with the elastic analysis results 

and be used in fatigue damage evaluations. The fatigue damages at the evaluation points 

of structures are linearly summed for each cycle type as given in damage equation of 

ASME-NH. The creep damage evaluation during the steady state elevated temperature 

operation with multiple transient operating conditions having different peak metal 

temperature, duration, and primary loads can be performed by the method of 

stress/temperature time history envelop in ASME-NH non-mandatory appendix T rules. 

Actually the maximum dwell stress might occur during the transient duration and relax 

during the steady state normal operation. This stress levels, transient durations, and over 

temperatures larger than normal operation may seriously affect the creep damage. 

According to ASME-NH rules, the composite stress/temperature history will be divided 

into q time intervals and treated as a step-wise function of time. During each of these 

time intervals, the stress and temperature are assumed to be constant. Therefore, the user 

should be careful in selecting the time step size for the creep evaluation. 

 

2. Review of ASME-NH Design by Analysis Rules 

 

   At temperatures and loading conditions where creep effects are significant, the design 

by analysis shall consider the time-dependent material properties and structural behavior 

by guarding against the failure modes such as the ductile rupture from short-term 

loadings, the creep rupture from long-term loadings, the creep-fatigue damage, the gross 

distortion due to incremental collapse and ratcheting.  

   In evaluating the structural integrity for elevated temperature, it can be checked by 

four-quantities broadly such as 1) the load-controlled stress, 2) the total accumulated 

inelastic strain, 3) creep-fatigue damage, and 4) buckling instability.  

   In this chapter, the contents and the application procedures of the ASME-NH will be 

investigated to be implemented as the basis of the SIE ASME-NH program. 

 

2.1 Limits for Load-Controlled Stresses 
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   The primary stress intensity limits shall be satisfied for base metal and at weldments. 

To assure the high temperature structural integrity for the base metal, allowable stress 

limit values are defined: time-independent limit(Sm), long-time service at elevated 

temperature(Smt), and  a temperature and time-dependent limit obtained from long-term, 

constant load, and uniaxial tests(St).  

   The priority work to carry out the structural integrity evaluation when using the elastic 

analysis is to derive the stress intensities from the results of the elastic stress analysis. 

This shall be calculated by the rules of ASME NH-3215(b), which requires the six scalar 

quantities of the stress components for each type of loading at critical locations cross the 

thickness of the structural section. The selection of the critical location and the cross 

section will mostly depend on the stress analysis results and the engineering experience. 

That means there are no precise rules in selecting the critical locations, therefore the 

designer should do it carefully with his own responsibility. 

   When the evaluation points are at weldments, Smt shall be taken as the lower of the Smt 

values or 0.8Sr x R, where Sr is the value obtained from the expected minimum stress-to-

rupture strength(Table I-14.6) and R is the appropriate ratio of the weld metal creep 

rupture strength to the base metal creep rupture strength(Table I-14.10). The values of St 

should be taken as the same way of Smt. 

   Since ASME NH does not provide the inelastic analysis rules for satisfying the primary 

stress limits, these rules are basically carried out with the elastic analysis method. 

    

2.1.1 Design and Service Limits 

   The stress calculations required for the analysis of Design Loadings shall be based on a 

linearly elastic material model. The calculated stress intensity values shall satisfy the 

limits of following rules. 

 

   General Primary membrane Stress Intensity Limit: 

 

om SP ≤                                                               (1) 
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Where So is the maximum allowable stress intensity value for design conditions. 

 

   Primary Membrane plus Bending Stress Intensity Limit: 

 

mbL SPP 5.1≤+                                                        (2) 

 

In calculating the left side of Eq. (2), it should be noted that PL and Pb represent as many 

as six quantities and be separately summed to calculate the stress intensity. 

 

2.1.2  Level A and B Service Limits 

   The stress calculations required for the analysis of Level A and B Service Loadings are 

based on a linearly-elastic material model.  

   The calculated stress intensity values obtained in range of elevated temperature shall 

satisfy the following conditions. 

 

   General Primary Membrane Stress Intensity Limit:  

 

      mtm SP ≤                                                               (3) 

 

   From Eq.(3), Smt is determined for the time, t, corresponding to the total duration of the 

particular loading during the entire service life, and for temperature, T, corresponding to 

the maximum wall-averaged temperature that occurs during the particular loading event. 

   Note that when the critical location are in the vicinity of a weld (defined by ±3 times 

the thickness to either side of the weld centerline), the limit Smt shall be taken as the lower 

of the Smt values or 0.8Sr x R. 

 

   Primary-Membrane plus Bending Stress Intensity Limit: 

 

           mbm SKPP ≤+                                                           (4) 

ttbm SKPP ≤+ /                                                          (5) 
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      St is a temperature and time-dependent stress intensity limit. This limit is determined 

for the time corresponding to the total duration of the combined stress intensity and the 

maximum wall averaged temperature during the entire service life of the component. 

   The factor Kt accounts for the reduction in extreme fiber bending stress due to the effect 

of creep. This factor is given by the following: 

 

2/)1( += KKt ,                                                          (6) 

 

where the factor K in above equation is the section factor for the cross section being 

considered. It is the ratio of the load set producing a fully plastic section to a load set 

producing initial yielding of the extreme fiber of the cross section. In evaluating across-

the-wall bending of shell type structures, K=1.5 (for rectangular section) shall be used. 

Thus, for across-the-wall shell bending, Kt is 1.25 in Eq.(6). 

   Note that the left-hand side of Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) shall be obtained with representation 

of the stress components as many as six quantities as described in NH-3215(b). When the 

critical location are the weldment, the limit St shall be taken as the lower of the St  values 

or 0.8Sr x R. 

    

2.1.3 Level C Service Limits 

      The stress calculations required for the analysis of Level C Service Loadings are 

based on a linearly-elastic material model.  

   The calculated stress intensity values obtained in range of elevated temperature shall 

satisfy the following conditions. 

 

   General Primary Membrane Stress Intensity Limit:  

 





≤
t

m
m S

S
P

0.1
2.1

                                                         (7) 
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   When the critical locations are the weldment, the limit St shall be taken as the lower of 

the St values or 0.8Sr x R. 

 

   Limit of Use-Fraction Sum Associated with Pm : 

 

B
t
t

i im

i ≤







∑  ,                                                       (8) 

 

   where B is the use-fraction factor and is equal to 1.0 or less if so specified in the Design 

Specifications, ti is the total duration of a specific loading, Pmi, at elevated temperature 

during the entire service life of the component, and tim is the maximum allowed time 

obtained from St-vs-time data under the load stress intensity, Pmi. 

   The key consideration in this time fraction evaluation is the reduction in life due to 

different loads for different times as a short time transient load at higher temperatures 

than normal operating conditions. This condition is considered in SIE code by separating 

the total service life of components into two parts of total hours of the transient duration 

for each cycle with transient temperatures and the duration of the normal operation. 

 

   Primary Membrane plus Bending Stress Intensity Limit: 

 

mbm SKPP 2.1≤+                                                        (9) 

ttbm SKPP ≤+ /                                                        (10) 

 

   When the critical locations are the weldment, the limit St shall be taken as the lower of 

the St values or 0.8Sr x R. 

 

   Limit of Use-Fraction Sum Associated with (Pm + Pb/Kt) : 

 

00.1≤







∑

i ib

i

t
t

 ,                                                      (11) 
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   where ti is the total duration of a specific loading, (Pmi + Pbi/Kt), at elevated temperature 

during the entire service life of the component, and tib is the maximum allowed time 

obtained from St-vs-time data under the load stress intensity, (Pmi + Pbi/Kt).     

   The total service life time including the time at higher temperatures than normal 

operating conditions is considered in SIE code same as calculated in Eq.(8). 

 

2.1.4 Level D Service Limits 

   This rule shall be applied in all in cases as required by public health and safety 

considerations for specific components or systems. However, this load controlled 

condition D will be not considered in evaluating the strain based damage evaluations 

such as the ratcheting and the creep-fatigue described in Appendix T. 

 

   General primary membrane Stress Intensity Limit: 

 








≤

r

r

m

m

SR
S

PforFAppendixinLimit
P

8.0
67.0 ,                                        (12) 

 

where R is the appropriate ratio of the weld metal creep fatigue strength to the base metal 

strength from Tables I-14.10 and Sr is the expected minimum stress-to-rupture in time t 

taken from Figs. I-14.6 in ASME-NH. 

 

   Limit of Use-Fraction Sum Associated with Pm: 

 

r
i ir

i B
t
t

≤







∑   

 

In above limit rule, Br is the use-fraction factor and is equal to 1.0. ti is the total duration 

of a specific loading, Pmi, at elevated temperature, Ti, during the entire service life of 

component. tir is the maximum allowed time under the load stress intensity 1.5Pmi for 
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base metal or, for weldments, the higher of 1.5Pmi and (1.25/R)Pmi. 

 

   Primary Membrane plus Bending Stress Intensity Limit: 

 





≤+
r

r
tbm SR

S
KPP

8.0
67.0

/                                                      (13) 

 

   Limit of Use-Fraction Sum Associated with (Pm + Pb/Kt) : 

 

0.1≤







∑

i ibr

i

t
t

, 

 

where ti is the total duration of loading at temperature, ti, and tibr is the maximum allowed 

time at a value of stress equal to 1.5(Pm + Pb/Kt) for base metal or higher of 1.5(Pm + 

Pb/Kt) and 1.25(Pm + Pb/Kt)/R for weldment. 

   When evaluating by Section III, Appendix F, the yield strength and tensile strength 

values shall be multiplied with the strength reduction factors, which are functions of the 

accumulated time-temperature history given in Table NH-3225. 

 

2.2 Limits for Deformation and Strain 
 

   In this evaluation, the Design Loading and the Service Level D are exempted from 

deformation and strain limits but the Test Level shall be included in Level B Service 

Loadings. 

 

2.2.1 Limits for Inelastic Strains 

   In regions expecting elevated temperatures the maximum accumulated inelastic strain 

shall not exceed the following values. 

(a) Strains averaged through the thickness, 1% : %0.1≤mMembrane ε  

(b) Strains at the surface, due to an equivalent linear distribution of strain through the 

thickness, 2% : %0.2≤bBending ε  
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(c) Local strains at any point, 5% : %0.5≤LLocal ε  

 

   Actually when creep effects are presumed significant, the above inelastic strain limits 

are required to be checked by the detail inelastic analysis. However, in order to reduce the 

number of evaluation points in a structure subjecting the elevated temperature, the elastic 

and simplified inelastic methods of analysis are provided in ASME NH Nonmandatory 

Appendix T with conservative bounds.  

 

2.2.2 Elastic Analysis Method 

   The strain limits of T-1310 are considered to have been satisfied if the limits of any one 

of Test No. A-1, Test No. A-2, or Test No. A-3 are satisfied. 

   The metal temperatures used in this rule are the wall averaged temperatures, which can 

give more conservative results. 

   To establish the appropriate cycle to be evaluated in Test Nos. A-1 and A-2, an 

individual cycle, as defined in the DS(Design Specification) can not be split into 

subcycles to satisfy these requirements because the maximum range of the secondary 

stress intensity during the cycle may not be selected in the split subcycles. And at least 

one cycle must be defined that includes the maximum value of (Pm + Pb/Kt) which occur 

during all level A, B, and C Service Loadings. 

   The stress indices to be used in Test Nos. A-1 and A-2 are defined as follows: 
 

( ) ytbm SKPPX ÷+≡ max/ ,      yR SQY ÷≡ max)(  

 

Note that Sy is the average of the Sy values at the maximum and minimum wall-averaged 

temperatures during the cycle being evaluated. The value of (QR)max is the maximum 

range of the secondary stress intensity during the cycle being considered. 

   The limit rules are as follows; 

 

Test No. A-1 
 

ya SSYX /≤+                                                     (T-1) 
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where Sa = Min[1.25St|t=10
4
hrs, Tmax , Sy ].  

 

Test No. A-2 

 

1≤+YX                                                         (T-2) 

 

Test No. A-3 

 

   For Test No. A-3, the limits of NG-3222.2, NG-3222.3, and NG-3222.5 shall be met 

and, in addition, the requirements of the following rules shall be satisfied. 

 

(a)  Sum of the Use-Fractions  

 

1.0/ ≤∑
i

idi tt  

 

where ti is the total duration of time during the service lifetime that the metal is at 

temperature, Ti and tid is the maximum allowable time as determined by the stress-to-

rupture value at temperature Ti and a stress value of 1.5Sy|Ti.  

 

(b) Creep Strains 

 

%2.0≤∑
i

iε  

 

where εi is the creep strain that would be expected from a stress level of 1.25Sy|Ti applied 

for the total duration of time during the service lifetime that the metal is at Ti. The total 

times to enter the isochronous stress-strain curves shall sum to the total service lifetime. 

 

(c) 3Sm Limits 
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In compliance with NG-3222.2 and NG-3222.3 of ASME Code Subsection NB, the 

maximum range of the linearised primary plus secondary stress shall be satisfied the rule 

as follows; 

 

 

 

In above rule, the modified 3Sm values shall be determined as follow: 

- When only one extreme of the stress difference occurs at the elevated 

temperature: 

 

)5.1(3 rHmm SSS +=  

 

- When both extremes of the stress difference occur at the elevated temperature: 

 

)(3 rHrLm SSS += , 

 

where SrH and SrL are the relaxation strengths associated with the temperatures at the hot 

and cold extremes of the stress cycle. These relaxation strengths may be determined by 

performing a pure uniaxial relaxation analysis starting with a initial stress of 1.5Sm and 

holding the initial strain throughout the time interval equal to the time of service above 

425oC for the austenitic stainless steel and 370o C for 2(1/4)Cr-1Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V.         

 

2.2.3 Using Simplified Inelastic Analysis 

   The limits for inelastic strains are considered to have been satisfied if the limits of any 

one of the following Test No.B-1, Test No.B-2 or Test No.B-3 are satisfied. 

   The metal temperatures used in this rule are the hot and cold temperatures 

corresponding to the extremes of the stress cycle, which can reflect more realistic metal 

temperature conditions during the stress cycle. 

   Test No.B-1 can be used only for the axisymmetric structures subjected to 

axisymmetric loadings and away from local structural discontinuities, or general 

structures in which the peak through-the-wall thermal stress is negligible (i.e., the thermal 

( ) mbL SQPP 3≤++∆
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stress distribution is linear through the wall). Test No.B-2, which is more conservative, is 

applicable to any structure and loadings. Test No.B-3 may be used for cycles in regimes 

R1 and R2 in Bree Diagram, which is applicable to axisymmetric shell structures subjected 

to internal pressure and thermal stresses caused by a linear through-thickness temperature 

gradient. This procedure may also be applied to cycles in the S1, S2, and P regimes in 

order to minimize the conservatism in calculated strains when there are a few relatively 

severe cycles. 

   Note that in calculating the primary stress index X, the secondary stresses with elastic 

followup (i.e., pressure-induced membrane and bending stresses and thermal-induced 

membrane stresses) are classified as primary stresses for purposes of this evaluation. In 

calculating the stress indices of X and Y, the SyL value shall be used instead of Sy for Test 

Nos, B-1 and B-2. 

   One important thing kept in mind using this rule is that the time to enter the 

isochronous curves for individual time blocks shall always sum to the entire life 

regardless of whether all or only part of the cycles are evaluated under this rule. To do 

this the load history should be defined first for the entire design lifetime and they may be 

subdivided into the appropriate temperature-time blocks. The individual cycles or time 

blocks may differ from those for the creep-fatigue evaluations. 

 

Test No. B-1 and B-2 

   This rule can be available only when the average wall temperature at one of the stress 

extremes defining each secondary stress intensity range QR is below the applicable 

temperature of Table 1.  

   The elastically calculated primary and secondary stress intensities are used to determine 

an effective creep stress,  

σc = Z⋅SyL 

 

which in turn is used to determine a total ratcheting creep strain. The dimensionless 

effective creep stress parameter Z for any combination of loading, which is determined by 

the calculated stress indices of X and Y, is given in Fig. 1 for Test No B-1 and Test No 

B-3, and Fig. 2 for Test No B-2.  
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Table 1. Applicable Temperature 

Material Temperature, oC 

Type 304 SS 509 

Type 316 SS 544 

Alloy 800H 573 

2(1/4)Cr-1Mo 427 

9Cr-1Mo-V 504 

 

   In Fig. 1, the parameter Z can be obtained as follows; 

 

(a) in regimes S2 and P ; 

YXZ ⋅=                                                       (T-3) 

 

(b) in regime S1 ; 

( )YXYZ −−+= 121                                           (T-4) 

 

(c) in regime E ; 

 

XZ =  
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Fig. 1 Bree Diagram for Effective Creep Stress Parameter Z for Test Nos. B-1 and B-3 

 

   The creep-ratcheting strain is determined by multiplying σc by 1.25 and evaluating the 

creep strain associated with the 1.25σc stress held constant throughout the temperature-

time history of the entire service life. The isochronous stress-strain curves shall be used 

to obtain the creep-ratcheting strain. The creep strain increment for each time block can 

be calculated separately with a general concept shown in Fig. 3. As shown in figure, the 

calculating procedure is very complicated. The different isochronous curves should be 

entered for each different temperature-time block and start at the initial strain 

accumulated throughout the prior load history. To do this a complicated interpolation 

techniques are required to find the appropriate isochronous curves from the given data of 

ASME-NH Appendix T. As mentioned previously the times used in selecting the 

isochronous curves shall sum to the total service life. 
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Fig. 2 Effective Creep Stress Parameter Z for Test No. B-2 

 

   The calculated each creep-ratcheting strain shall be summed and limited to 1% for 

parent metal and 1/2% for weld metal. 

   Note that Test No B-1 can only be applied when σc is less than the yield stress of SyH. 

 

Test No. B-3 

   When the calculated effective creep stress parameter Z is in regimes R1 and R2 where 

Test No B-1 is not applicable due to a few relatively severe time blocks, then the Test No 

B-3 can be used and the inelastic strains may be evaluated separately using the given 

equations. This method is applicable only to axisymmetric structures subjected to 

axisymmetric loadings and away from local structural discontinuities. Recently, studies 

are being carried out to apply this rule to the general structures extensively. 

   The total inelastic strains accumulated in the lifetime of the component are given by: 

 

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑++= δηνε t                                           (T-5) 

 

Each component of Eq.(T-5) is obtained from the followings. 
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(a) ∑η  = the plastic ratchet strain increments occurring for only [σcL] ≥ SyH 
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where [σcL] and [σcH] are the effective stresses for cold and hot extremes of the cycles as 

given by [σcL] = ZLSyL and [σcH] = ZHSyH respectively. 

 

 (b) ∑δ  = the enhanced creep strain increments due to stress relaxation 
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E σ
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221 −
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     = 
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  for cycles where [σcL] < SyH                    (T-9) 

where σc is the effective creep stress for the next time block. Unless sequence of loading 

is specified, the lowest σc calculated in Test No B-1 or B-2 should be used. All values in 

equations of the enhanced creep strain are related to the load cycle (n). And only positive 

δ(n) increments should be considered.  

 

(c) ∑ν  = the inelastic strains obtained from the isochronous curves in Test No. B-1 
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Fig. 3 General Concept of Creep Ratcheting Strain Calculations 

 

2.2.4 Inelastic Analysis Method 

   The main intension of the ASME-NH is to restrict the maximum accumulated inelastic 

strain averaged across a wall thickness to 1% or less during whole service lifetime. When 

the elastic method can not satisfy the design rules, the inelastic analysis shall be used to 

demonstrate the deformation limits for functional requirements. 

 

2.3 Limits for Creep-Fatigue Damage 

 

   The accumulated creep and fatigue damage shall satisfy the following relation for the 

combination of Levels A, B, and C Service Loadings. 
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where 
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   (n)j = number of applied repetitions of cycle type, j 

   (Nd)j = number of design allowable cycles for cycle type, j 

   q = number of time intervals for the creep damage calculation 

   (Td)k = allowable time duration determined from the stress-to-rupture curves 

 

   The total damage, D, shall not exceed the creep-fatigue damage envelope curves given 

in Fig. 4. 

  

 

Fig. 4 Creep-Fatigue Damage Envelope 

 

2.3.1 Fatigue Damage 

   An equivalent strain range is used to evaluate the fatigue damage sum for both elastic 

and inelastic analysis.  

   The general procedures for the fatigue damage evaluation using the elastic analysis 

method are as follows; 
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   ● Step 2 : Select One of Extreme Time Points for the Cycle (Set Subscript o) 

   ● Step 3 : Calculate Strain Ranges for All Components at Each Time Point As 

 

    ● Step 4 : Calculate the Equivalent Strain Range for Each Point in Time As 

 

 

 

 

    ● Step 5 : Define  

    ● Step 6 : Modify           with Local Geometric Stress Concentration and Multiaxial  

                      Effects 

    ● Step 7 : Calculate Total Strain Range As 

 

    ● Step 8 : Find Allowable Number of Cycles, Nd from Design Fatigue Curves 

Corresponding to  

     ● Step 9 : Calculate the Fatigue Damage by 

 

   For the fatigue damage evaluation, it is required the maximum elastic strain range and 

the creep strain increment. The maximum elastic strain range can be obtained from the 

extreme time points in the elastic strain components calculated for each time point, i, for 

the complete cycle. After one of the extreme time points sets as a reference strain 

condition, the equivalent elastic strain range shall be calculated for each point, i, in time 

as: 
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where ν* = 0.3 when using the elastic analysis and ν* = 0.5 when using the inelastic 

analysis. 

   The maximum elastic strain range, ∆εmax, is defined as the maximum value of the above 

calculated equivalent strain ranges, ∆εequiv,i. 

   Note that the strain components to be used in calculating ∆εmax do not include the local 

geometric stress concentration effects. Therefore, the modified maximum equivalent 

strain range ∆εmod including this effect shall be calculated as using any one of Eq.(T-12), 

Eq.(T-13), or Eq.(T-14). 

 

max
2
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maxmod εε ∆=∆ KKe                                                (T-14) 

 

where S* and S  represent the stress indicators and K is the equivalent stress 

concentration factor as determined by 
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   In Eq.(T-14), Ke is defined as 

 

ESKforK me /31 max ≤∆= ε  

ESKforSEKK mme /33/ maxmax >∆∆= εε  

 

   As shown in above equations from T-12 to T-14 , the Neuber’s rule is introduced to 

consider the stress concentrations in local area, which were not considered in total elastic 

strain range calculations. Actually for elastic stress conditions, it is satisfied the 
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relationship of fK σσ =  between the local stress, σ  and the far field stress, fσ . The 

stress concentration factor has a relationship for elastic regions as εσ KKK == , where 

σK is a stress concentration factor and εK is a strain concentration factor. However, when 

yielding occurs, these three factors are not linearly related. In local area, the relationship 

between stress and strain can be represented by a Ramberg-Osgood relation of the form; 

 

n

pe AE
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+=+=

σσεεε , 

 

which can use monotonic or cyclic stress-strain curve. For the plane stress situation, the 

Neuber relationship becomes; 

 

εσ KKK =2  

 

   Using the concentration factor, the modified stress and strain range in Fig. 5 can be 

written as; 

 
*SKS σ=  

maxmod εε ε ∆=∆ K  

 

When introducing the Neuber’s rule, εσ KKK =2  for above equations, the relationship 

becomes; 
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From this relationship, the modified strain range, modε∆  can be written as the same of 

above Eq.(T-12). Therefore, we can see that the Eq.(T-12) is more conservative than the 

Eq.(T-13) and the Eq.(T-14) gives the most conservative results. 
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Fig. 5 Stress-Strain Relationship 

 

   The stress indicators in Eq.(T-12) and Eq.(T-13) can be determined by using the 

composite stress-strain curve constructed by adding the elastic stress-strain curve for the 

stress range, SrH obtained from the relaxation strength analysis, to the appropriate time-

independent isochronous stress-strain curve as shown in Fig. 5. 

   To consider the multiaxial effects in total elastic-plastic strain range, the multiaxial 

plasticity and Poisson ratio adjustment factor, Kν is introduced as 

 

)0.1(0.1 −′+= νν KfK                                            (T-15) 

 

where f is the factor determined by using the Triaxiality Factor, T.F., which is defined as 
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and K’
ν is the plastic Poisson ratio adjustment factor by using the ratio of 

me SEKK 3/maxε∆ . 

   Finally, the total strain range, εt, that is used to enter one of the design fatigue curves of 

Fig. T-1420 in ASME-NH, is calculated as 

 

ct KK εεε ν ∆+∆= mod                                            (T-16) 

 

   The creep strain increment ∆εc, corresponding to the stress intensity equal to 1.25σc as 

defined in Test No. B-1, for the stress cycle due to load-controlled stresses can be 

determined from the isochronous stress-strain curve. In using the isochronous curve, the 

stress cycle time, including hold time between transients, shall be used instead of the 

entire service life. Therefore, the ∆εc equals the sum of the creep strain increment 

accumulated in one stress cycle time. Alternatively, the creep strain accumulated during 

the entire service life divided by the number of stress cycles during the entire service life 

may be used for the creep strain increment ∆εc. 

   For the weldment evaluations, the obtained allowable number of design cycles Nd shall 

be one-half the value permitted for the parent material. 

       

2.3.2 Creep Damage 

   The creep damage term in Eq.(T-10) of the creep-fatigue damage equation is to be 

evaluated using the general procedure provided in ASME Code Section III, Subsection 

NH. 

   The general procedure can be described step by step as follows; 

● Step 1 : Define total number of hours expended at elevated temperature, tH 

● Step 2 : Define the hold temperature, THT 

● Step 3 : Define the average cycle time, jHj ntt /=  
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● Step 4 : Determine stress level, tjS ε|  from time-independent isochronous stress-

strain curve corresponding to THT 

● Step 5 : Obtain the stress relaxation time history curve at dwell stress Sj and hold 

temperature, THT 

● Step 6 : Modify the stress relaxation time history curve with considering the load-

controlled transient effect 

● Step 7 : Define the cycle transient temperature 

● Step 8 : Repeat Step3 through Step 7 to make j=1 to P sets of the stress relaxation 

time histories and superpose these to result in the envelope stress-time history 

● Step 9 : Determine integration time step size, kt)(∆ , the stress, KS k ′/)( , and 

temperature, kT )(  

● Step 10 : Obtain the allowable time duration, kdT )(  for each time interval from the 

expected minimum stress-to-rupture curve 

 

   To obtain the stress-time relaxation curve which enters to the minimum stress-to-

rupture curve to determine the allowable time duration, the stress level, Sj corresponding 

to εt and THT from the time-independent isochronous stress-strain curve shall be obtained 

at first. Account for stress relaxation during the average cycle time, the stress relaxation 

evaluation is to be performed at the constant temperature equal to THT. This relaxed stress 

level at time t adjusted for the multiaxial stress state can be calculated using 

 

)(8.0 rjjr SSGSS −−=  

 

where Sj is the initial stress level for cycle type j and rS  is the relaxed stress level at time 

t based on a uniaxial relaxation model as shown in Fig. 6. G is the multiaxiality factor 

defined as 
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where σ1, σ2, and σ3 are principal stresses defined by |σ1| ≥ |σ2| ≥ |σ3| . The values of G 

greater than 1.0 shall be taken as 1.0. 

Fig. 6 Stress Relaxation History by Uniaxial Relaxation Analysis Model 

 

   The stress relaxation history may be determined alternatively by entering the 

appropriate isochronous stress-strain curves at strain level equal to tε  and determining 

corresponding stress levels at varying times as shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 Stress Relaxation from Isochronous Stress-Strain Curves 

 

   Fig. 8 shows the concept of the stress relaxation limits for creep damage evaluation. As 

shown in figure, the stress relaxation process shall not be permitted to proceed to a stress 

level less than SLB. This lower bound stress level, SLB, is defined to be equal to 1.25σc that 

exits during sustained normal operation. 

 

Fig. 8 Stress-Relaxation Limits for Creep Damage 
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   When the maximum load controlled stresses exceed the stress-time history within the 

transient time duration, further modification of the stress-time history is required by 

simple translation in time as shown in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9 Modification of Stress Relaxation Time History 

 

   Note that the maximum cycle transient temperature should be considered in the 

subsequent determination of the creep damage during the transient time duration. 

   For the multi-cycle types, the individual stress relaxation time histories should be 

generated and these are to be superimposed to make single representative enveloped 

history as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. 

   For evaluation of the creep damage, the allowable time duration (Td)k is obtained from 

the expected minimum stress-to-rupture curve using the extrapolation. During each of 

time intervals, ( t∆ )k, the stress, (S)k, is assumed to be constant and is equal to the value at 

the start of that interval. The allowable time duration (Td)k, shall be obtained using the 

(S)k value divided by the stress factor K/ in Table 2.  

   For the weldment evaluations, the allowable time duration Td shall be determined from 

a stress-to-rupture curve obtained by multiplying the parent material stress-to-rupture 

values by the weld strength reduction factors. 
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Fig. 10 Superimpose Stress-Time Histories 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 Envelope Stress/Temperature-Time History for Creep Damage Assessment 
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maxεε ∆=t

2.3.3 Inelastic Analysis Method 

   The general procedures of the inelastic analysis method are basically same as the elastic 

analysis method, which is based on the well-defined cycle types. As the effects of local 

geometric stress concentration and the multiaxial behavior are included in the inelastic 

analysis, additional modification procedures of the maximum strain range, which are 

required in the elastic analysis method, are not necessary.  

 

   The fatigue damage can be directly evaluated by entering a design fatigue curve at the 

total strain range εt which is defined as εt = ∆εmax obtained by the same procedures of the 

elastic method. The maximum metal temperature during the cycle shall be used in 

selecting the design fatigue curve. 

   The general procedures for the fatigue evaluation by the inelastic analysis method are 

as follows; 

 

● Step 1 : Define Complete Load Cycle Types 

● Step 2 : Perform Inelastic Analysis with Well-Proven Constitutive Equations for 

Each Cycle Type 

● Step 3 : Find Maximum Strain Range with the Same Procedures 

of Step 1 Through Step 5 in Elastic Analysis Method 

● Step 4 : Find Allowable Number of Cycles, Nd from Design Fatigue Curves 

Corresponding to εt and the Max Metal Temperature during the Each Cycle  

● Step 5 : Calculate Accumulated Fatigue Damage by 

 

   To evaluate the creep damage term in Eq.(T-10), the stress-time history corresponding 

to the load history shall be calculated for a whole service lifetime by inelastic analysis 

with the well-proven constitutive equations.  

j

p

j dN
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   The general procedures for the creep evaluation by the inelastic analysis method ar as 

follows; 

 

● Step 1 : Define Load History for Entire Design Life Time 

● Step 2 : Perform Inelastic Analysis with Well-Proven Constitutive Equations 

● Step 3 : Calculate Equivalent Stress-Time History by the Given Equations: 

● Step 4 : Obtain Allowable Time Durations for the Max Stress Divided by the Safety 

Factor, K’ during Each Time Interval by Entering the Expected Minimum 

Stress-To-Rupture Curves 

● Step 5 : Calculate Creep Damage by Using the Integral Form: 

 

   For inelastic analysis, the following equivalent stress quantity should be used: 
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and σi are the principal stresses. The constant C is defined as follows: 

 

• C = 0.24  for Types 304 and 316 SS 

• C = 0.00  for Alloy 800H 

• C = 0.16  for 2(1/4)Cr-1Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V if J1/Ss ≥ 1.0 

• C = 0.00  for 2(1/4)Cr-1Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V if J1/Ss < 1.0 

 

   As the same method of the elastic analysis, the equivalent stress time history shall be 

divided into q number of time intervals (each with a unique stress-temperature 

∫
t

dT
dt

0
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combination) and the allowable time duration Td is determined by entering the expected 

minimum stress-to-rupture curve at that stress value determined by dividing the 

maximum stress during each time interval k by the safety factor of K ′ . The creep damage 

term of Eq.(T-10) may have the following integral form; 

∫
t

o
dT

dt
 

 

 

Table 2. Safety Factors for Creep Damage Evaluation 

 

Material K ′  

Type 304 SS 0.67 

Type 316 SS 0.67 

Alloy 800H 0.67 

2(1/4)Cr-1Mo 0.67 

9Cr-1Mo-V 0.87 
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3. User’s Manual of SIE ASME-NH Code 
 

3.1 Contents of Program 

 

3.1.1 Lists of Main Evaluation Programs 

 

• SIE-ASME-NH.f         : Main program for overall procedures 

• INPUT-DATA.f           : Input data control module 

• P-LIMITS.f                  : Primary stress limits evaluation module 

• S-LIMITS.f                  : Inelastic strain limits evaluation module 

• CF-LIMITS.f               : Creep-fatigue evaluation module using elastic analysis 

• CF-INELASTIC.f        : Creep-fatigue evaluation using inelastic analysis 

 

3.1.2 Lists of Material Database Programs for SIE 

 

• Mat-e.f                      : Elastic modulus (E) 

• Mat-sy.f                    : Yield strength values (Sy) 

• Mat-so.f                    : Allowable stress intensity for design condition (So) 

• Mat-sm.f                   : Time-independent allowable stress intensity values (Smt) 

• Mat-st.f                     : Time-dependent allowable stress intensity values (St) 

• Mat-smt.f                  : Lower of two stress intensity values, Sm and St (Smt) 

• Mat-st-time.f             : Maximum allowable time by St-vs-time (tim, tib, tir, tibr) 

• Mat-srv.f                   : Expected minimum stress-to-rupture values (Sr) 

• Mat-srv-time.f           : Allowable time duration for creep by Sr-vs-time (Td) 

• Mat-srv-time-weld.f  : Allowable time duration for creep at weldment 

• Mat-srf.f                    : Weld strength reduction factor (R) 

• Mat-srs.f                    : Stress relaxation strength values (SrH , SrL) 

• Mat-iso-str.f              : Isochronous stress-strain values for stress calculation 

• Mat-iso-strn.f            : Isochronous stress-strain values for strain calculation 

• Mat-iso-time.f           : Isochronous stress-strain for time point determination 
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• Mat-fatigue.f             : Allowable number of cycle for fatigue (Nd) 

• Mat-cf-fatigue.f         : Fatigue Limit from Creep-fatigue damage envelope curves 

• Mat-cf-creep.f           : Creep Limit from Creep-fatigue damage envelope curves 

 

3.1.3 Lists of Miscellaneous Programs for SIE 

 

• Creep-strain.f        : Creep strain increment for creep-fatigue evaluation 

• Bree-b1b3.f          : Bree diagram for effective creep stress parameter for Test Nos.           

B-1 and B-3 (Z) 

•   Bree-b2.f            : Bree diagram for effective creep stress parameter for Test No.           

B-2 (Z) 

• Amadj-kvd.f         : Adjustment factors for inelastic biaxial Poisson’s ratio (K’v) 

• Amadj-tf.f            : Inelastic multiaxial adjustment factors (f) 

• Axi-tresca.f          : Calculation of Tresca stress intensity for axisymmetric models 

• Axi-principal.f     : Calculation of principal stresses for axisymmetric models 

• Gen-tresca.f         : Calculation of principal stresses for general models 

 

3.1.4 Lists of Complementary Programs 

 

• Max-strn-range.f : Calculation of max-strain range from components time history 

• Wall-temp           : Calculation of max and min-wall averaged temperature 

 

3.2 Lists of Input Commands 

 

   All commands supplied in SIE are using the * commands. Under these command lines 

the input values are required to be written sequentially. 

   In following command descriptions, the subscript symbol, “i” and “j” indicate the cycle 

types and the evaluation points respectively. 

 

• *TITLE : user-defined evaluation title 

1. ( TITLE ) 
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   The title description can be written up to 80 characters. The default title is “High-

Temperature Structural Integrity Evaluation by ASME-NH”. 

 

• *MAT : structural material option for base metal 

1. OPTION [ 316S, 304S, A800H, 2QCR1MO, 9CR1MOV ] 

 

< OPTION Meanings > 

316S           = 316 Stainless Steel (default) 

304S           = 304 Stainless Steel (to be supplied) 

A800H        = Alloy 800H (to be supplied) 

2QCR1MO = 2(1/4)Cr-1Mo (to be supplied) 

9CR1MOV = 9Cr-1Mo-V  

 

• *WELDMENT : welding option for weldment evaluation 

1. OPTION [ 0, 316, 308, 90 ] 

 

< OPTION Meanings > 

0        = no weldment (default) 

316    = Type 316 SS welded with SFA-5.22 E 316T and E 316LT-1 and -2; SFA-

5.4 E 316 and E 316L; and SFA-5.9 ER 316 and ER 316L 

308   = Type 316 SS welded with SFA-5.22 E 308T and E 308LT; SFA-5.4 E 308 

and E 308L; and SFA-5.9 ER 308 and ER 308L 

1682 = Type 316 SS welded with SFA-5.22 EXXXT-G(16-8-2 Chemistry); SFA-

5.4 E 16-8-2; and SFA-5.9 ER 16-8-2 

              90  = For 9Cr-1Mo-V welded with SFA-5.28 ER 90S-B9; SFA-5.5 E 90XX-B9; 

 

• *P-CHECK : option for primary stress intensity limits evaluation 

1. OPTION [ 0, 1 ] 

 

< OPTION Meanings > 
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0 = no check (default) 

1 = check 

 

• *S-CHECK : option for inelastic strain limits evaluation 

1. OPTION [ 0, 1 ] 

 

< OPTION Meanings > 

0 = no check (default) 

1 = check 

 

• *CF-CHECK : option for creep-fatigue damage evaluation 

1. OPTION [ 0, 1, 2 ] 

 

< OPTION Meanings > 

0 = no check (default) 

1 = check with elastic analysis method 

2 = check with inelastic analysis method 

 

When OPTION = 2 is used with the inelastic analysis results, the data files of 

stress and temperature time histories shall be added in *CF-CHECK command as 

follows; 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*CF-CHECK 

2 

File.*                                     ! Stress-time data file name 

File.*                                     ! Temp-time data file name 

OPTION [SEC, MIN, HR]   ! Unit of time data 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

In above input data, the file of the stress-time history shall contain the 4-column 

data set with a time and 3 components of principal stresses. The file of 
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temperature-time shall contain the 2-column data set with a time and temperature. 

Note that the time interval points shall be the same in stress-time history and 

temperature-time history. 

The unit of time data is to convert the time data of first row to the hour unit 

compatible to SIE Code. User can just put the data SEC, MIN and HR when the 

used unit is second, minute and hour respectively.  

 

• *MODEL : option for structural model type 

1. OPTION [ 0, 1 ] 

 

< OPTION Meanings > 

0 = axisymmetric (default) 

1 = general 

 

• *PSTRESS : elastic primary stress components corresponding to stress categories 

1. OPTION [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ] 

2. ( INDEX ) 

3. ( INDEX, PMX, PMY, PMZ, PMXY, PMYZ, PMZX ) i, j 

4. ( INDEX, PBX, PBY, PBZ, PBXY, PBYZ, PBZX ) i, j 

5. ( INDEX, PFX, PFY, PFZ, PFXY, PFYZ, PFZX ) i, j 

 

< OPTION [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ]  meaning > 

1 = design condition 

2 = service level A & B 

3 = service level C 

4 = service level D 

  

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX             = user defined arbitrary index 

PMX, - - - - - - = six-components of primary membrane stress (Pa) 

PBX, - - - - - - = six-components of primary bending stress (Pa) 
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PFX, - - - - - - = six-components of primary peak stress (Pa) 

    

   INDEX in Data Line 2 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   INDEXs in DATA Line 3 to 5 can be also used to identify the stress categories. For 

examples are; “PM” for primary membrane, “PB” for primary bending, and “PF” for 

primary peak stress. 

   When MOPT=1 (Axisymmetric), X is the radial stress, Y is the axial stress, and Z is the 

hoop stress in the stress components input lines. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. The data line 2 to data line 5 has to be repeated for each evaluation point, j and 

the cycle type, i sequentially. 

   For example in case of 2-cycle types and 2-evaluation points; 

 

       *PSTRESS 

         1                                          ! Design Condition for cycle type 1 

         C1P1                                   ! arbitrary INDEX ( cycle type 1, evaluation point 1) 

          PM  0.56E7  - - - - -           ! arbitrary INDEX (PM) + membrane stress components 

          PB   0.22E7  - - - - -           ! arbitrary INDEX (PB) + bending stress components 

          PF  0.29E7  - - - - -            ! arbitrary INDEX (PF) + peak stress components 

          C1P2                                  ! arbitrary INDEX ( cycle type  1, evaluation point 2) 

          PM  - - - - - - 

          PB  - - - - - - 

          PF - - - - - - 

          2                                          ! Service Level A & B for cycle type 2 

         C2P1                                    ! arbitrary INDEX (cycle type  2, evaluation point 1) 
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          PM  - - - - - - 

          PB  - - - - - - 

          PF - - - - - -  

         C2P2                                    ! arbitrary INDEX (cycle type  2, evaluation point 2) 

          PM  - - - - - - 

          PB  - - - - - - 

          PF - - - - - - 

 

• *PDATA : maximum temperature and total duration of specified primary load 

conditions 

           1. ( INDEX, PTEMP, PTIME ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX    = user defined arbitrary index 

PTEMP   = maximum temperature for the specified cycle type (oC) 

PTIME    = total duration (hour) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. 

 

• *MINQSTRESS : secondary stress components corresponding to stress categories 

at the minimum stress time point during the stress cycle  

            1. ( INDEX ) 

2. ( INDEX, QMX, QMY, QMZ, QMXY, QMYZ, QMZX ) i, j 
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3. ( INDEX, QBX, QBY, QBZ, QBXY, QBYZ, QBZX ) i, j 

4. ( INDEX, QFX, QFY, QFZ, QFXY, QFYZ, QFZX ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX      = user defined arbitrary index 

QMX, - - - = six-components of secondary membrane stress components (Pa) 

QBX, - - - = six-components of secondary bending stress components (Pa) 

QFX, - - - = six-components of secondary peak stress components (Pa) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   INDEXs in DATA Line 2 to 4 can be also used to identify the stress categories. For 

examples are; “QM” for secondary membrane, “QB” for secondary bending, and “QF” 

for secondary peak stress. 

   When MOPT=1 (Axisymmetric), X is the radial stress, Y is the axial stress, and Z is the 

hoop stress in the stress components input lines. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. The data line 1 to data line 4 have to be repeated for each evaluation point, j 

and cycle type, i sequentially. 

 

• *MAXQSTRESS : secondary stress components corresponding to stress 

categories at the maximum stress time point during the 

stress cycle  

            1. ( INDEX ) 

2. ( INDEX, QMX, QMY, QMZ, QMXY, QMYZ, QMZX )i, j 

3. ( INDEX, QBX, QBY, QBZ, QBXY, QBYZ, QBZX )i, j 
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4. ( INDEX, QFX, QFY, QFZ, QFXY, QFYZ, QFZX )i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX      = user defined arbitrary index 

QMX, - - - = six-components of secondary membrane stress components (Pa) 

QBX, - - - = six-components of secondary bending stress components (Pa) 

QFX, - - -  = six-components of secondary peak stress components (Pa) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   INDEXs in DATA Line 2 to 4 can be also used to identify the stress categories. For 

examples are; “QM” for secondary membrane, “QB” for secondary bending, and “QF” 

for secondary peak stress. 

   When MOPT=1 (Axisymmetric), X is the radial stress, Y is the axial stress, and Z is the 

hoop stress in the stress components input lines. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. The data line 1 to data line 4 have to be repeated for each evaluation point, j 

and cycle type, i sequentially. 

 

• *LOADHISTORY : the temperature-time blocks for a complete load history 

based on the defined-cycle types sequentially 

1. ( NTB, NR ) 

2. ( SEQ NO, CYCLE TYPE NO, DUTATION )n=NTB 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

NTB                         = number of temp-time blocks for a set 
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NR                           = number of repetition of a time block set 

SEO NO                  = sequential number 

CYCLE TYPE NO  = cycle type number 

DURATION            = duration time (hour) 

 

   This command will be only used in the creep ratchet strain limit evaluation using the 

rule of the simplified inelastic analysis in ASME-NH Appendix-T. 

   The load history generated in this command should be based on the combinations of 

each cycle type selected as the representative load cycles. Actually the determination of 

the time durations for each temperature-time block is just on responsibility of the 

designer but this can be done by distributing the all transient cycle types uniformly over 

the design life time of the plant as described in ASME-NH T-1331(b). Note that the times 

to be determined as temperature-time blocks shall always sum to the entire design life 

time regardless of whether all or only part of the cycles are evaluated. 

 

• *DESIGNLIFE : the total design life time when wall averaged temperatures 

exceed the creep temperature 

1. ( TDLTIME ) 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

TDLTIME    = number total design life time 

 

• *CYCTIME : the duration and the number of cycles for the specified each cycle 

type 

1. ( INDEX, DELT, CNUM ) i 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX  = user defined arbitrary index 

DELT    = duration of specified cycle type (hour) 

CNUM  = total cyclic number of specified cycle type 
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   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types with arbitrary index by 

user. For example is; “C1” for the cycle type 1. 

   For the specified cycle type, the DELT and the CNUM are same for all evaluation 

points. Therefore, when evaluating the multi-cycle types, input data should be repeatedly 

written by the increasing order of only the cycle types.  

   Note that the total hours of (DELT x CNUM)i  for each cycle type should be same as 

that of the design life, i.e.,  

 

(DELT x CNUM)i=1  = (DELT x CNUM)i=2  = • • • = Design life 

 

• *WATEMP : the maximum and minimum wall averaged temperature 

1. ( INDEX, WATEMP-L, WATEMP-H ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX             = user defined arbitrary index 

WATEMP-L    = minimum wall averaged temperature (oC) 

WATEMP-H   = maximum wall averaged temperature (oC) 

    

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. 

 

• *HCTEMP : hot and cold temperatures for the stress extremes  

            1. ( INDEX, CTEMP, HTEMP ) i, j 
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< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX           = user defined arbitrary index 

CTEMP          = cold temperature (oC) 

HTEMP          = hot temperature (oC) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. 

 

• *EXTEMP : the wall averaged temperatures for the stress extremes defining the 

maximum secondary stress range, (QR)max 

1. ( INDEX, EXTEMP-L, EXTEMP-H ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX            = user defined arbitrary index 

EXTEMP-L    = lower wall averaged temperature (oC) 

EXTEMP-H   = higher wall averaged temperature (oC) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 
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the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. 

 

• *MMTEMP : the maximum metal temperature during the cycle 

1. ( INDEX, MMTEMP ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX         = user defined arbitrary index 

MMTEMP    = maximum metal temperature during the cycle (oC) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed. 

 

• *HDTEMP : hold temperature for the normal operation 

1. ( INDEX, HDTEMP ) j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX        = user defined arbitrary index 

HDTEMP    = hold temperature for the creep evaluation (oC) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the evaluation points with arbitrary index 

by user. For example is; “P1” for the evaluation point 1. 

   Since the hold temperature is independent of cycle definition, it is necessary to define 

the hold temperature only for the evaluation points, j. Therefore, when evaluating the 
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multi-evaluation points, input data should be sequentially prepared with the increasing 

order of specified evaluation points. 

 

• *STRAIN-C : elastic strain components for calculating the maximum strain range 

1. ( INDEX ) 

2. ( INDEX, SX1, SY1, SZ1, SXY1, SYZ1, SZX1 ) i, j 

3. ( INDEX, SX2, SY2, SZ2, SXY2, SYZ2, SZX2 ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX  = user defined arbitrary index 

SX1,- - - = six-strain components at minimum extreme time point during the 

cycle (m/m) 

SX2, - - - = six-strain components at maximum extreme time point during the 

cycle (m/m) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   INDEXs in DATA Line 2 and 3 can be also used to identify the extreme time points 

which can be the minimum or the maximum for the cycle. For examples are; “MIN” for 

the minimum extreme time point and “MAX” for the maximum extreme time point. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed.  The data line 1 and 2 have to be repeated for each evaluation point, j and cycle 

type, i sequentially. 

   If the user can have the data of the maximum elastic strain ranges rather than the strain 

components, *STRAIN-R command can be used for the evaluation instead of *STRAIN-

C command. 
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• *STRAIN-R : the maximum elastic strain range for creep-fatigue evaluation 

1. ( INDEX, SRANGE ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX      = user defined arbitrary index 

SRANGE  = maximum strain range for the cycle (m/m) 

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed.  

   To prepare SRANGE data values, the complementary program of MAX-STRN-

RANGE can be used. This program requires the strain time history data file containing 

each component which has the free format type such as (time strn-x strn-y strn-z strn-xy 

strn-yz strn-zx). Each data field shall be separated with the delimiter of space. 

   If the user can have the data of the strain components at the extreme time points rather 

than the maximum elastic strain range for the cycle, *STRAIN-C command can be used 

for the evaluation instead of *STRAIN-R command. 

 

• *TRDATA : the maximum transient temperature and duration 

1. ( INDEX, TRTEMP, TRTIME ) i, j 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

INDEX     = user defined arbitrary index 

TRTEMP  = maximum metal temperature during transient operation (oC) 
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TRTIME   = total hours of transient operation (hour)  

 

   INDEX in Data Line 1 can be used to identify the cycle types and the evaluation points 

with arbitrary index by user. For example is; “C1P1” for the cycle type 1 and the 

evaluation point 1. 

   When evaluating the multi-cycle types and, or the multi-evaluation points, input data 

should be repeatedly prepared with the increasing order of specified transient cycle types 

including all evaluation points corresponding to it. That means, for example, the data for 

the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 1 have to be written sequentially and 

the next data set for the evaluation points j=1, 2, 3,…,n for cycle type 2 have to be 

followed.  

 

• *DTCREEP : time step size for integration of the creep damage 

1. ( TSC ) 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

TSC  = time step size (hour) 

 

   Note that the time step size can significantly affect the calculation results of the creep 

damage. Larger time step size may results in a very conservative evaluation and smaller 

makes the computing time much longer. However, since the creep damage value can be 

converged with proper smaller value, user might use the engineering experience in 

selecting the time step size. Recommended value is 1.0 hour or less.  

 

• *OUTRES : control data for the stored output data points on output files 

1. ( NSC ) 

 

< DATA Line Meanings > 

NSC  = time step size (hour) 
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   The output files affected by this command are “SRTH.OUT”, “ENVSTR.OUT”, and 

“CREEP.OUT”. The default value is 1. When using NSC=1 for all time step points, the 

output file size can be very large due to so long  service lifetime over 200,000 hours in 

most high temperature reactor structures being developed now. 

 

• *END : indicator of the end of input data (mandatory) 

 

   This command will complete the reading and storing the input data and make return to 

the main evaluation procedures. 

 

3.3 Evaluation Procedures 

 

3.3.1 Overall Procedures 

   The general procedures for high-temperature structural integrity evaluations using the 

SIE code are as follows; 

 

● Step 1 : Determine the representative primary loads for the specified service levels 

● Step 2 : Primary stress analyses 

● Step 3 : Determine the representative thermal cycle types for the structural design 

● Step 4 : Transient temperature distribution analyses for each specified cycle type 

● Step 5 : Thermal stress analysis for each cycle type 

● Step 6 : Determine the stress cycle indicating the extreme stress and strain time 

points during the cycle  

● Step 7 : Determine the evaluation sections at time corresponding to the maximum 

stress time point 

● Step 8 : Extract the input data required in the SIE code for the evaluation points at 

the time corresponding to the extreme stress and the strain time points from 

the analysis results 

● Step 9 : Prepare the SIE input data file 

● Step 10 : Run the SIE code 
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● Step 11 : Review the evaluation results in output files 

 

   In above step 7, the total stress intensity contour is very helpful to determine which 

locations can be taken as the critical evaluation sections. The recommendation notices to 

be considered in selecting the critical locations are as follows 

             * Weld zone 

             * Maximum stress level 

             * Maximum Stress range 

             * Maximum temperature level 

             * Hold time at maximum temperature level 

 

   In above step 8, the input data required in the SIE code are the stress components and 

the metal temperatures at the extreme stresses during the stress cycle, the maximum and 

the minimum wall averaged temperature, the strain components at the extreme strains 

during the strain cycle, and the maximum metal temperature during the cycle. 

   In most cases, to extract the maximum elastic strain range in above step 8, user can 

look for the strain cycle and determine the extreme strain time points. Using the elastic 

strain components at these two extreme time points the maximum strain range can be 

easily extracted instead of following the complex procedure of ASME-NH T-1413 Step 2 

and Step 3. 

   Fig. 11 shows the overall application procedures of SIE ASME-NH Code. 

 

3.3.2 Initial Input Data 

   The numbers of the cycle types and the evaluation points have to be included in the SIE 

input file in locations of first and second data lines respectively as follows; 

 

*INDEX, number of cycle types 

*INDEX, number of evaluation points 
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   INDEX in data line can be used to identify the data type with arbitrary index by user. 

For example are; “NCYC” for the number of cycle types and “NPNT” for the number of 

the evaluation points. 

 

Fig. 11 General Procedures of SIE ASME-NH Code 

 

3.3.3 Metal Temperature Data 

   For the evaluation of the high-temperature structural integrity by the rules of ASME-

NH, several kinds of the metal temperature data at the evaluation points, obtained by the 

thermal analysis, are required as follows;  

    

• Maximum and minimum wall averaged metal temperatures during the cycle 

(*WATEMP Command): 

   These temperatures are used in the rules of the inelastic strain limit using the 

elastic analysis method with consideration of the conservatism such as the 

primary stress limits and the total inelastic strain limits using the elastic analysis 

approach. The values such as the yield strength(Sy), time-independent and time-

dependent allowable stress intensities(Sm, St), stress-to-rupture time(Sr-vs-time), 

and isochronous stress-strain curve are determined with these temperature data. 
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• Hot and Cold temperatures during the cycle (*HCTEMP Command): 

   These temperatures are used to determine the stress relaxation strength (SrH, SrL).  

The hot and the cold temperature are defined as the temperatures corresponding to 

the two stress extremes in the stress cycle respectively. These are not wall 

averaged values but at local points, therefore different from below of the hot and 

cold end temperature(*EXTEMP). 

 

• Wall averaged metal temperatures for the stress extremes defining the maximum 

secondary stress range, (QR)max (*EXTEMP Command): 

   These temperatures are used in the rules of the strain limits using the simplified 

inelastic analysis method. As the purpose of this rule is to reduce the 

conservatism of the code rules, more realistic temperature data are used. The yield 

strengths(SyL, SyH) and elastic modulus(EH, EL) are determined with these 

temperature data. These are called as the hot and the cold end temperature.  

  

• Maximum metal temperature during the cycle (*MMTEMP Command): 

   This temperature is used in the rule of the fatigue damage evaluation. The 

values such as the stress relaxation strengths(SrH), time-independent allowable 

stress intensities(Sm), elastic modulus(E), isochronous stress-strain, allowable 

number of cycle for fatigue are determined with these temperature data. 

 

• Hold Temperature (*HDTEMP Command): 

   This temperature is used in the rule of the creep damage evaluation.  

 

• Transient Temperature (*TRDATA Command): 

   This temperature is used in the rule of the creep damage calculation to consider 

the maximum transient metal temperature during the cycle. This value is to be 

equal to the maximum metal temperature during the cycle type(*MMTEMP). 
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These metal temperature data may significantly affect the evaluation results of all 

primary stress limits, inelastic stain limits, and creep-fatigue limits. Therefore, it is 

required to define the metal temperature data from the thermal analysis results in detail. 

 

   The general procedures to obtain the maximum and the minimum wall averaged 

temperature are as follows; 

 

     ● Step 1 : Select Evaluation Section 

     ● Step 2 : Obtain the Temperature Time History for Both Inner and Outer Surface 

Points 

     ● Step 3 : Find Max & Min Temperature Time Points for Both Side 

     ● Step 4 : Obtain Temperature Values Through Section for Max & Min Time Points 

as shown in Fig. 12 

     ● Step 5 : Calculate Wall Averaged Temperatures by 

 

 

 

      ● Step 6 : Minimum Wall Averaged Temp = Minimum Value of TAVG 

                        Maximum Wall Averaged Temp = Maximum Value of TAVG 
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Fig. 12 Temperature Distribution Points through Evaluation Section 

 

3.3.4 Load History Concepts 

   The complete load history of a component should be defined to evaluate the design 

integrity for a whole service lifetime. Actually the whole load history may be 

complicated and it can be difficult to delimit each operating cycle type. Therefore, it is 

required to simplify the load history to apply the structural integrity evaluations. To do 

this, user should resolve load history into well-defined cycle types as same way of R5 

code before entering into the structural integrity evaluations. The representative cycle 

types with number of occurrence, which can cover all kinds of the design operating 

conditions for design life time, should be clearly defined. 

   Actually, the concepts of the load history required in the creep ratcheting stain limit 

evaluation and the creep-fatigue evaluation are basically different in ASME-NH code. In 

the strain limit evaluation, the temperature-time block concepts are introduced to be able 

to evaluate the cyclic creep ratcheting strain accumulation for each cycle of the time 

block. However, in creep-fatigue damage evaluations, the representative cycle types are 

required to calculate the maximum elastic-plastic strain ranges and the creep strain 

increments for each cycle type. The creep strain increment for each cycle type shall be 

obtained by the same rules used in the inelastic strain limit evaluation. 

   To avoid the confusion and keep the consistency with ASME-NH in using the defined 

load cycle types, the load history required in total inelastic strain limit evaluation can be 

constructed by the combination of the representative cycle types used in all SIE 

evaluations as shown in Fig. 13.  
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   For example, when there are 3 cycle types for whole design lifetime of 300,000 hours 

and assume that these occur sequentially with cycle type-1(15000 hours), cycle type-

2(5000 hours), and cycle type-3(10000 hours). This group event will repeatedly occur 10 

times during the design life time. Then, the load history can be prepared as follows; 

----------------------------------- 

*DESIGNLIFE 

300000 

*LOADHISTORY 

3  10 

1  1  15000. 

2  2    5000. 

3  3  10000. 

----------------------------------- 

   Note that the total time durations used in load history generation shall not be less than 

the design life time. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Exampled Load History Constructed by Cycle Types 

 

3.3.5 Weldments Evaluation 

    When the evaluation points are in the vicinity of a weld (defined by ± 3 times the 

thickness to either side of the weld centerline), the rules for weldment have to be applied. 

In SIE code, the command *WELDMENT is provided to support this rule. 
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   For example of Type 316 SS welded with SFA-5.22 E 316T, the command line can be 

used as follows; 

------------------------- 

*WELDMENT 

316 

------------------------- 

 

   For each base metal, the various weld metal options are provided as follows; 

 

0        = no weldment (default) 

316    = Type 316 SS welded with SFA-5.22 E 316T and E 316LT-1 and -2; SFA-

5.4 E 316 and E 316L; and SFA-5.9 ER 316 and ER 316L 

308   = Type 316 SS welded with SFA-5.22 E 308T and E 308LT; SFA-5.4 E 308 

and E 308L; and SFA-5.9 ER 308 and ER 308L 

1682 = Type 316 SS welded with SFA-5.22 EXXXT-G(16-8-2 Chemistry); SFA-

5.4 E 16-8-2; and SFA-5.9 ER 16-8-2 

              90   = For 9Cr-1Mo-V welded with SFA-5.28 ER 90S-B9; SFA-5.5 E 90XX-B9; 

SFA-5.23 EB9 

 

3.3.6 Inelastic Analysis Method for Creep-Fatigue 

   At first, for the fatigue damage evaluation using the inelastic analysis method, the input 

data of strain components at extreme time points(*STRN-C command) or the maximum 

equivalent strain ranges(*STRN-R command) are required for each cycle type as same of 

the elastic analysis method. To do this the inelastic analysis shall be performed with the 

well-proven constitutive equations. After calculating the strain-time history for the 

evaluation points, user can run the MAX-STRN-RANGE program to obtain the 

maximum equivalent strain range from the calculated strain-time history data files for 

each cycle type.  This procedure will reduce the efforts to find the extreme time points of 

the maximum and minimum strain occurrence during the cycle and simplify the SIE input 

data file with *STRN-R command. The temperature entering into the allowable fatigue 

curve should be the maximum metal temperature(*MMTEMP) during the cycle.  
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   The strain-time history data file has a free format with 7 data columns. Each field 

should be separated by the space delimiter. The first column shall be time data and the 

rests are strain components data as follows; 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(Time) (STRN-X) (STRN-Y) (STRN-Z) (STRN-XY) (STRN-YZ) (STRN-ZX) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

     Second, for the creep damage evaluation by the inelastic analysis approach, the stress 

and the temperature-time history data files are required for a whole load history. To do 

this, the inelastic stress analysis should be performed with the well-proven constitutive 

equation for the specified load history. The data file of the stress-time history should have 

4-columns data with a free format. The first column shall be time data and the rest 3 

columns shall the principal stresses. The temperature data file has two columns. The first 

column shall be time data and the second column shall be temperature data. These 

information should be put with *CF-CHECK command as follows; 

----------------------------------------------------- 

*CF-CHECK 

2 

(Stress-time data file name) 

(Temp-time data file name) 

(Unit of time data) [SEC, MIN, HR] 

----------------------------------------------------- 

 

3.3.7 Piping Evaluation 

 

3.4 Input Formats  

3.4.1 Stress Limit Evaluations 
 
NCYC  -         ! number of cycle types 
NPNT  -         ! number of evaluation points 
*TITLE 
-               ! title of evaluation 
*MAT 
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-               ! structural material name 
*WELDMENT 
-               ! weld metal name 
*MODEL 
-               ! analysis model type 
*P-CHECK 
1               ! primary stress limit check 
*PSTRESS       
-               ! service level for i-cycle type and j-point 
-               ! user defined index for i-cycle type and j-point 
PM - - - - - -  ! 6-primary membrane stress intensity components for i-

cycle type and j-point 
PB - - - - - -  ! 6-primary bending stress intensity components for i-

cycle type and j-point 
PF - - - - - -  ! 6-primary peak stress intensity components for i-

cycle type and j-point 
*PDATA 
- - -           ! index, max temp. and duration of elevated temp for i-

cycle type and j-point 
*END 
 

3.4.2 Inelastic Strain Limit Evaluations 
 
NCYC  -         ! number of cycle types 
NPNT  -         ! number of evaluation points 
*TITLE 
-               ! title of evaluation 
*MAT 
-               ! structural material name 
*WELDMENT 
-               ! weld metal name 
*MODEL 
-               ! analysis model type 
*S-CHECK 
1               ! strain limits check 
*PSTRESS 
-               ! service level 
-               ! user defined arbitrary index 
PM - - - - - -  ! 6-primary membrane stress intensity components 
PB - - - - - -  ! 6-primary bending stress intensity components 
PF - - - - - -  ! 6-primary peak stress intensity components 
*MINQSTRESS 
-               ! user defined index for i-cycle type and j-point 
QM - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary membrane stress intensity components 
QB - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary bending stress intensity components 
QF - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary peak stress intensity components 
*MAXQSTRESS 
-               ! user defined index for i-cycle type and j-point 
QM - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary membrane stress intensity components 
QB - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary bending stress intensity components 
QF - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary peak stress intensity components 
*LOADHISTORY     
- -             ! number of temp-time block and repeat group cycle 
- - -           ! block seq. no, cycle type, and cycle duration 
*DESIGNLIFE 
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-               ! total service life time 
*NCYC 
- -             ! index and number of cycles for each i-cycle type 
*WATEMP 
- - -           ! index, max and min wall averaged temp for i-cycle 

type and j-point 
*HCTEMP 
- - -           ! index, hot and cold temp for i-cycle type and j-point 
*EXTEMP 
- - -           ! index, extreme temperatures for i-cycle type and j-

point 
*MMTEMP          
- -             ! index, max metal temperature for i-cycle type and j-

point 
*HDTEMP 
- -             ! index, Hold temperature for j-point 
*TRDATA 
- - -           ! index, Transient temp, and transient duration for i-

cycle type and j-point 
*END 
 

3.4.3 Creep-Fatigue Limit Evaluations 
 
NCYC  -         ! number of cycle types 
NPNT  -         ! number of evaluation points 
*TITLE 
-               ! title of evaluation 
*MAT 
-               ! structural material name 
*WELDMENT 
-               ! weld metal name 
*MODEL 
-               ! analysis model type 
*CF-CHECK 
-               ! primary stress limit check 
-               ! stress data file name (Only for inelastic method) 
-               ! Temp data file name (Only for inelastic method) 
-               ! unit of time data (Only for inelastic method) 
*PSTRESS 
-               ! service level for i-cycle type and j-point 
-               ! user defined index 
PM - - - - - -  ! 6-primary membrane stress intensity components 
PB - - - - - -  ! 6-primary bending stress intensity components 
PF - - - - - -  ! 6-primary peak stress intensity components 
*PDATA 
- - -           ! index, max temp. and duration of elevated temp for i-

cycle type and j-point 
*MINQSTRESS 
-               ! user defined index for i-cycle type and j-point 
QM - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary membrane stress intensity components 
QB - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary bending stress intensity components 
QF - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary peak stress intensity components 
*MAXQSTRESS 
-               ! user defined index for i-cycle type and j-point 
QM - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary membrane stress intensity components 
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QB - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary bending stress intensity components 
QF - - - - - -  ! 6-secondary peak stress intensity components 
*LOADHISTORY     
- -             ! number of temp-time block and repeat group cycle 
- - -           ! seq. no, cycle type, and cycle duration 
*DESIGNLIFE 
-               ! total service life time 
*NCYC 
- -             ! index and number of cycles 
*WATEMP 
- - -           ! index, max and min wall averaged temp for i-cycle 

type and j-point 
*HCTEMP 
- - -           ! index, hot and cold temp for i-cycle type and j-point 
*EXTEMP 
- - -           ! index, extreme temperatures for i-cycle type and j-

point 
*MMTEMP          
- -             ! index, max metal temperature for i-cycle type and j-

point 
*HDTEMP 
- -             ! index, Hold temperature for j-point 
*STRAIN-C 
-               ! user defined index 
MIN - - - - - - ! 6-strain components at one extreme time point for i-

cycle type and j-point 
MAX - - - - - - ! 6-strain components at another extreme time point for 

i-cycle type and j-point 
*TRDATA 
- - -           ! index, Transient temp, and transient duration for i-

cycle type and j-point 
*DTCREEP 
-               ! Time step size for creep calculation 
*OUTRES 
-               ! stored output results every defined step size 
 
*END 
 

3.4.4 Creep-Fatigue Limit Evaluations by Inelastic Analysis Method 
 
NCYC  -         ! number of cycle types 
NPNT  -         ! number of evaluation points 
*TITLE 
-               ! title of evaluation 
*MAT 
-               ! structural material name 
*WELDMENT 
-               ! weld metal name 
*MODEL 
-               ! analysis model type 
*CF-CHECK 
-               ! primary stress limit check 
-               ! stress data file name (Only for inelastic method) 
-               ! Temp data file name (Only for inelastic method) 
-               ! unit of time data (Only for inelastic method) 
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*DESIGNLIFE 
-               ! total service life time 
*NCYC 
- -             ! index and number of cycles 
*MMTEMP          
- -             ! index, max metal temperature for i-cycle type and j-

point 
*HDTEMP 
- -             ! index, Hold temperature for j-point 
*STRAIN-C 
-               ! user defined index 
MIN - - - - - - ! 6-strain components at one extreme time point for i-

cycle type and j-point 
MAX - - - - - - ! 6-strain components at another extreme time point for 

i-cycle type and j-point 
*DTCREEP 
-               ! Time step size for creep calculation 
*OUTRES 
-               ! stored output results every defined step size 
 
*END 
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4. Examples of Application 

 

4.1 Elastic Structural Analyses 

 

4.1.1 Analysis Model 

   As an example of application, the head-to-shell type structure with gross structural 

discontinuity is selected. Fig. 14 shows the analysis model, an axisymmetric cylindrical 

vessel having a geometric discontinuity at the bottom junction part. The radius of the filet 

size at the junction part is assumed to be the same as the vessel thickness. It is expected 

that the stress and the strain concentrations might occur at this part. The used structural 

material is a Type 316 austenitic stainless steel with a required design lifetime of 240,000 

hours(about 28 years) at the elevated temperature operation. 

 

 
 

Fig.14 Axisymmetric Finite Analysis Model 
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   The boundary conditions for the mechanical loads and thermal loads are shown in Fig. 

15. The bulk temperature of the outer side of the cylindrical vessel is assumed to be 

maintained 300oC during all transient operating cycles. The inner surface of the 

cylindrical vessel is subjected to the transient bulk temperature and a constant pressure of 

10 bar. For the stress analysis, the vertical displacement degree of freedom is only 

constrained at the upper end of the cylindrical vessel, therefore the structure can be freely 

expanded to the radial and vertical directions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 15 Analysis Boundary Conditions 

 

4.1.2 Thermal Transient Operating Cycles 

   The assumed representative thermal transient operating cycle type used in this example 

is shown in Fig. 16. The normal operating temperature Tss is assumed as 550oC. During 

the transient, the coolant temperature starts to decrease down to T1 during t1 time from 

the steady state normal temperature Tss and next gradually increase up to T2 during (t2 – 

t1) time and again decrease to the normal operating temperature during (t3 – t2) time. 

 

To = Constant   
     = 300oC 

Ti = Variation

Pi = Internal Pressure
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Fig. 16 Assumed Representative Thermal Transient Operating Cycle 

 

4.1.3 Load Controlled Stress Analysis 

   For the design mechanical load, the maximum internal pressure is assumed as 10 bar 

for the total service life time. 

   Fig. 17 shows the calculated stress intensity contour. The maximum total stress 

intensity is 35 MPa and occurs at the inner surface of the junction part. 

 
Fig. 17 Stress Intensity Contour for Internal Pressure Load 
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4.2 Example 1: for Single Operating Cycle Type 

 

4.2.1 Temperature Distribution Analysis 

   The cycle type 1 used in this evaluation is shown in Fig. 16. In figure, the coolant 

temperature starts to decrease down to 500 oC from the normal operating temperature, 

550oC for 5 hours and next gradually increase to 650oC for 5 hours and recovers again the 

normal operating temperature after 5 hours. Therefore, total transient duration is 15 hours. 

   The duration of the cycle type 1 is assumed as 24000 hours and the number of 

occurrence is 10 cycles, which is complied with the assumed total design lifetime, 

240,000 hours. 

   Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show the temperature distribution for the time points occurring the 

extreme thermal stresses respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 18 Temperature Distributions at Time = 18000 Seconds 
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Fig. 19 Temperature Distributions at Time = 36000 Seconds 

 

4.2.2 Thermal Stress Cycles 

   Fig. 20 shows the thermal stress time histories for each stress component at an arbitrary 

inner surface point of the junction part. As shown in the results, the axial component is 

dominant and the maximum and minimum extreme stresses occur in time points of 18000 

seconds and 36000 seconds respectively. These extreme time points are almost same for 

any nodal points at the junction part. Therefore these time points will be used to calculate 

the maximum range of the secondary stress intensity at the evaluation points. 

Fig. 20 Stress Time History for Each Component 
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4.2.3 Define Critical Locations 

   To determine the critical locations for the representative high temperature structural 

evaluations, the stress contours for the primary stress and the secondary stress intensity 

are investigated as shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 21. From figures, the maximum primary 

stress occurs at the junction part and also the maximum secondary stress intensity occur 

almost the same location of that of the primary stress at the extreme time points. 

Therefore, the evaluation section is selected between the inner surface node number 200 

and the outer surface node number 186, which is expected to give the maximum 

membrane stress intensity value. 

 

Fig. 21 Thermal Stress Intensity Contour and Evaluation Section 

 

4.2.4 Input Data 

   In this example, the number of the cycle type is 1 and the number of evaluation points 

is 2, i.e., inner and outer points on the selected evaluation section.  

   The structural material is 316SS and the evaluation points are assumed to be far away 

from the welding zone. 

 

   The required metal temperature data determined at the evaluation points are as follows; 

Evaluation 
Section
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• At evaluation point 1 : 

-  Maximum wall averaged temperature              = 604.0oC 

-  Minimum wall averaged temperature               = 512.3oC    

-  Hot extreme metal temperature                         = 605.5oC    

-  Cold extreme metal temperature                       = 512.1oC    

-  Maximum metal temperature during the cycle = 611.2oC 

-  Hold temperature                                              = 546.8oC 

 

• At evaluation point 2 : 

-  Maximum wall averaged temperature               = 604.0oC 

-  Minimum wall averaged temperature                = 512.3oC    

-  Hot extreme metal temperature                         = 602.4oC    

-  Cold extreme metal temperature                       = 512.5oC    

-  Maximum metal temperature during the cycle = 610.1oC 

-  Hold temperature                                              = 546.1oC 

 

   The transient duration is 15 hours and the time step size is selected as 0.1 hour to 

integrate the creep damage from the stress relaxation time history. 

 

   The prepared final SIE input data is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Input Data Lists for Example 1 

============================================================== 
NCYC  1         ! 1-cycle type 
NPNT  2         ! 2-evaluation points 
*TITLE 
EXAMPLE 1 for 1-Cycle Types and 2-Evaluation Points 
*MAT 
316S            ! Structural material = 316 austenitic stainless steel 
*WELDMENT 
0               ! For base metal 
*MODEL 
0               ! Axisymmetric model 
*P-CHECK 
1               ! Primary stress limit check 
*S-CHECK 
1               ! Inelastic strain limit check 
*CF-CHECK 
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1               ! Creep-fatigue damage limit check 
*PSTRESS 
3               ! Service level C 
C1P1 
PM  0.8050E+06  0.9378E+07  0.1330E+07  0.2726E+07  0.000  0.000  
PB  0.2867E+06  0.2046E+08  0.6240E+07  0.2466E+07  0.000  0.000    
PF -0.5594E+06  0.3543E+07  0.9807E+06  0.5433E+06  0.000  0.000      
C1P2 
PM  0.8050E+06  0.9378E+07  0.1330E+07  0.2726E+07  0.000  0.000  
PB -0.2867E+06 -0.2046E+08 -0.6240E+07 -0.2466E+07  0.000  0.000    
PF -0.2182E+06  0.1084E+07  0.3168E+06  0.2989E+06  0.000  0.000   
*PDATA 
C1P1 611.2 240000. 
C1P2 610.1 240000. 
*MINQSTRESS 
C1P1 
QM -0.2266E+06  0.1390E+06 -0.2350E+08  0.3067E+07  0.000  0.000        
QB -0.2767E+06 -0.2107E+08 -0.1297E+08 -0.9762E+06  0.000  0.000       
QF  0.8746E+05 -0.7344E+06 -0.1998E+07 -0.2599E+07  0.000  0.000        
C1P2 
QM -0.2266E+06  0.1390E+06 -0.2350E+08  0.3067E+07  0.000  0.000      
QB  0.2767E+06  0.2107E+08  0.1297E+08  0.9762E+06  0.000  0.000       
QF -0.1943E+05  0.6906E+05 -0.1721E+07 -0.2192E+07  0.000  0.000   
*MAXQSTRESS 
C1P1 
QM -0.3923E+06 -0.2548E+06  0.1558E+08 -0.2275E+07  0.000  0.000    
QB -0.1584E+06 -0.1426E+07  0.1233E+07 -0.4098E+06  0.000  0.000    
QF  0.1981E+06 -0.7047E+06  0.5818E+06  0.8781E+06  0.000  0.000     
C1P2 
QM -0.3923E+06 -0.2548E+06  0.1558E+08 -0.2275E+07  0.000  0.000 
QB  0.1584E+06  0.1426E+07 -0.1233E+07  0.4098E+06  0.000  0.000     
QF  0.1188E+06 -0.3200E+06  0.5541E+06  0.8426E+06  0.000  0.000  
*DESIGNLIFE 
240000.          ! total service life = 240000 hours 
*LOADHISTORY     ! specify load history 
1 1              ! number of temp-time block=1, repeat group cycle=1 
1 1 240000.      ! seq. no = 1, cycle type = 1, duration = 240000 hours 
*NCYC 
C1 10            ! number of cycles = 10 
*WATEMP 
C1P1 512.3 604.0 ! max and min wall averaged temperature at point 1 
C1P2 512.3 604.0 ! max and min wall averaged temperature at point 2 
*HCTEMP 
C1P1 512.1 605.5 ! cold and hot temperatures at point 1 
C1P2 512.5 602.4 ! cold and hot temperatures at point 1 
*EXTEMP 
C1P1 512.3 604.0 ! wall averaged extreme temperatures at point 1 
C1P2 512.3 604.0 ! wall averaged extreme temperatures at point 2 
*MMTEMP          
C1P1 611.2       ! max metal temperature at point 1 
C1P2 610.1       ! max metal temperature at point 2 
*HDTEMP 
P1 546.8         ! Hold temperature for point 1  
P2 546.1         ! Hold temperature for point 2 
*STRAIN-C 
C1P1 
MIN  0.11910E-03 -0.64670E-04 -0.21002E-03 -0.87877E-05  0.00  0.00 
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MAX -0.31131E-04 -0.47836E-04  0.11477E-03 -0.29705E-04  0.00  0.00     
C1P2   
MIN -0.18102E-04  0.16565E-03 -0.12426E-03  0.32013E-04  0.00  0.00      
MAX -0.31070E-04 -0.23128E-04  0.92396E-04 -0.16819E-04  0.00  0.00  
*TRDATA 
C1P1 611.2 15.0  ! Transient temp= 624.5oC, transient duration=2 hours 
C1P2 610.1 15.0  ! Transient temp= 624.3oC, transient duration=2 hours 
*DTCREEP 
0.1              ! Time step size for creep calculation = 0.1 hour 
*OUTRES 
10               ! Stored output results every 10 steps 
*END 
============================================================== 
 

4.2.5 Evaluation Results and Discussions 

   Appendix A shows the output results of the high-temperature structural integrity 

evaluations for the example 1 by the SIE code. In output lists, the bullet mark, “*” 

indicates the given input data, “-” indicates the calculated more important result value, 

no-bullet mark indicates calculated values, and [CHK] shows the checking results 

whether the code rules are satisfied or not for the base metal and the weldment. 

 

4.2.5.1 Primary Stress Limits 

   As assumed in the SIE input data, the used primary load is taken as the service level C 

condition.  

   At evaluation point 1, the calculated general primary membrane stress intensity, Pm is 

10.2 MPa, which satisfies the time-dependent allowable stress intensity limit 1.0St = 49.0 

MPa at the maximum metal temperature, 611.2oC with enough design margin. The 

obtained use-fraction sum associated with the general primary membrane stress is almost 

0.23, therefore, this rule satisfies the limit of B=1.0. 

   The calculated primary membrane plus bending stress intensity, (Pm + Pb) is 30.6 MPa, 

which satisfies the time-independent allowable stress intensity limit multiplied with 

section factor, 1.2KSm=180.6 MPa. The calculated primary membrane plus bending stress 

intensity modified with the bending stress reduction factor due to the effects of creep, (Pm 

+ Pb/Kt) is = 26.4 MPa, which satisfies the time-dependent allowable stress intensity limit, 

St = 49.0MPa. The obtained use-fraction sum associated with the stress level of (Pm + 

Pb/Kt) = 26.4 MPa is 0.34. This value also satisfies the limit of 1.0 with enough design 

margin. 
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   The calculated bending stress intensity at the evaluation point 2 is much smaller than 

that of the evaluation point 1. Therefore, all primary stress limits can be satisfied at this 

point with enough design margins as shown in Appendix A. 

 

4.2.5.2 Total Inelastic Strain Limits 

   Actually total inelastic strain limit rule is intended to prevent the progressive ratcheting 

strain under consideration of the creep conditions. ASME-NH Appendix-T provides two 

ways to evaluate this undesirable inelastic strain accumulation during total service life 

time of the components. One is the elastic analysis, which is simple but very conservative 

the other one is the simplified inelastic analysis, which is very complicated but less 

conservative. 

   When using the elastic analysis, the total inelastic strain limits, i.e., the creep ratcheting 

limits, will be satisfied if one of Test Nos, A-1, A-2, and A-3 is satisfied. For the 

evaluation points 1 and 2, the calculated primary stress parameter, X is 0.228 and 0.07 

and the secondary stress parameter, Y is 0.47 and 0.40 respectively. The calculated 

parameter values are located in regime E in the Bree diagram. Therefore, from the Test 

Nos. A-1 or A-2 no ratcheting is expected in this evaluation points. From the evaluation 

results applying the Test No A-3, which has three requirements to be satisfied such as (1) 

the use-fraction sum, (2) the creep strain limit, and (3) 3Sm limits, only 3Sm limits are 

satisfied at both evaluation points 1 and 2 but the limits of the use-fraction sum and the 

creep limits are not satisfied. In calculation of the use-fraction sum, the total duration is 

separated by the total transient time, 15 hours x 10 cycles = 150 hours, and the rest 

normal operation time, (240,000 hours – 150 hours) = 239850 hours. For the transient 

operation, the maximum allowable time corresponding to the temperature T=604 oC and 

a stress value of 1.5Sy|T (170.5 MPa) is obtained as 1749.2 hours from the expected 

minimum stress-to-rupture values of ASME-NH Table I-14.6A. Therefore, the use-

fraction sum is calculated as 0.0858 for the transient operation. However, for the normal 

operation, the maximum allowable time corresponding to the temperature 546.8oC and a 

stress value of 1.5Sy|T (174.4 MPa) is 40111 hours. This results in a large use-fraction 

sum of 5.98 due to a long normal operation time of 239850 hours. Therefore, the total 

use-fraction sum becomes 6.07 and significantly exceeds the limit value of 0.1. Also for 
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the creep strain limits, the required stress level of 1.25Sy|T is too much conservative. The 

stress level of 1.25Sy|T (142.1MPa) for normal operation with a total service lifetime of 

239850 hours results in over creep strain value beyond the data range of the isochronous 

stress-strain curve provided in ASME-NH Appendix T.  For the 3Sm limit rules, the 

calculated maximum range of  (PL + Pb + Q) is 54.5 MPa, which satisfies the 3Sm = 

216.55 MPa with enough margin. 

   In conclusion, it is not possible to satisfy the rule of Test No. A-3 in design of any high-

temperature reactor structures having a long service life time over 30 years. 

 

   Next, when using simplified inelastic analysis, the total inelastic strain limits are 

satisfied if one of the limits of Test Nos, B-1 and B-2, and B-3 are satisfied. These rules 

are restricted in using only when the averaged wall temperature at one of the stress 

extremes defining each secondary stress range QR is below the temperature ranges given 

at Table T-1323 in ASME-NH. In this example, these tests are available since the cold 

temperature in defining each secondary stress range QR is 512.1oC, which is below the 

applicable temperature, 544oC for Type 316 SS, of Table T-1323 in ASME-NH. 

    

   Exampled analysis model is axisymmetric, therefore the Test Nos. B-1 or B-3 can be 

used. One of important rules in this evaluation is that the secondary stress with the 

thermal induced membrane stresses should be classified as primary stresses. And another 

one is that in calculating the stress parameters, X and Y the yield strength value Sy has to 

be replaced by the SyL value which corresponding to the lower of the wall averaged 

temperatures for the stress extremes defining the secondary stress range, QR. Complying 

with this rule the primary stress parameter X is calculated as 0.384 for the evaluation 

point 1 and 0.247 for the evaluation point 2 respectively and the secondary stress 

parameter Y is 0.166 for both the evaluation point 1 and 2.  In these calculations the 

primary stress index X at inner surface(point1) is higher than that at the outer 

surface(point 2). All calculated stress index values are located in regime E of the Bree 

diagram, therefore the creep stress parameter Z is the same as those of the X values, i.e. 0. 

384 for point 1 and 0.247 for point 2. The yield strength value(SyL) at the cold 

temperature is 117.9 MPa. From the above determined values, the effective creep 
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ratcheting stress 1.25Sc is calculated as 56.6 MPa at the evaluation point 1 and 36.5 MPa 

at the evaluation point 2 respectively. To calculate the total accumulated creep ratcheting 

strain, it is necessary to specify the load history for the whole design life time. In this 

evaluation, only one representative cycle type is assumed, therefore, no load history is 

defined. The calculated effective creep ratchet stress will be entered to the isochronous 

stress-strain curve with the total duration of 240,000 hours and the maximum wall 

averaged temperature of 604.0 oC to calculate the total creep ratcheting strain. The 

determined total inelastic strain is 0.1941 % at the evaluation point 1 and 0.0389 % at the 

evaluation point 2 respectively, which satisfy the total inelastic strain limits of 1.0 % for 

the base metal and 0.5 % for the weldment. Actually to reduce the conservatism, the 

metal temperatures entering the isochronous stress-strain curve shall be selected in the 

temperature-time history within each temperature-time block but in this report, the 

maximum wall averaged temperature during the cycle is used to consider the 

conservatism. 

   Additionally, when using the Test No B-3, which can separately evaluate the inelastic 

strains due to any number of selected operational cycles, the calculated enhanced creep 

strain increment and the plastic ratchet strain increment are all zero as shown in the 

output lists of Appendix-A. Therefore, the total inelastic strains are the same as those 

calculated by Test B-1. 

 

4.2.5.3 Creep-Fatigue Damages 

   In this evaluation, the maximum metal temperature occurring during the cycle shall be 

used in stead of the wall averaged temperature.  

   First, to evaluate the fatigue damage, the total numbers of cycle is assumed to be 10 

times, which has the duration of 24000 hours for each cycle. The calculated elastic strain 

ranges are 0.0321 % for point 1 and 0.0273 % for point 2. These values are defined as the 

maximum elastic strain range maxε∆ . The modified maximum equivalent strain range, 

modε∆ , is obtained as by the Eq.(21), which is based on the Neuber’s rule. The equivalent 

stress concentration factors defined as the effective(von Mises) primary plus secondary 

plus peak stress divided by the effective primary plus secondary stress are calculated as 

1.12 for point 1 and 1.06 for point 2. This result means that the stress concentration is so 
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small because the evaluation points are almost the end of the fillet region, however this is 

slightly larger at inner surface than at the outer surface due to a global geometric 

discontinuity region of inner surface. The modified strain ranges are 0.036 % for point 1 

and 0.029 % for point 2. As shown in the output lists, the determined multiaxial 

adjustment factors are 1.0, then the multiaxial plasticity and the Poisson ratio do not 

affect the modified strain range. The creep strain increments multiplying with the 

equivalent stress concentration factor for single cycle duration are 0.0217 % for point 1 

and 0.0041 % for point 2. Therefore the total strain ranges obtained for the fatigue 

damage are 0.0577 % for point 1 and 0.0329 % for point 2. These total strain ranges are 

very small under the data range of the fatigue damage-strain curves provided by ASME-

NH code at given temperature. Therefore, the fatigue damages corresponding to the total 

strain range are almost zero. 

   For creep damage evaluation, the total hold time is defined as 240000 hours and the 

hold temperature is 546.8oC for point 1 and 546.1oC for point 2. The number of the cycle 

is assumed to be 10, then the averaged cycle time is 24000 hours. The stress level 

corresponding to the total strain range previously obtained is 79.8 MPa for point 1 and 

45.1 MPa for point 2. By entering these stress levels as the initial values to the 

isochrounous stress-strain curves, the stress relaxation time history curves can be 

obtained as Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. The lower bound stresses SLB for each point are 56.6 

MPa and 36.5 MPa respectively, which are much lower than the stress relaxation data 

curves. To obtain the creep damage corresponding to the stress relaxation time history 

from the expected minimum stress-to-rupture curves, the integration time step size is 

selected to be 0.1 hours. To consider the transient conditions in calculating the creep 

damage, the stress relaxation time history can be modified with the load controlled 

stresses. During the transient condition of 15.0 hours, the maximum primary stress 

intensity is 30.56 MPa for point 1 and 11.61 MPa for point 2, which are so lower than 

those of the stress relaxation time histories. Therefore, no further modification of the 

stress-time history is required. However, the maximum transient temperatures during the 

transient conditions have to be considered in calculating the creep damage. Finally the 

stress-time history data should be divided by the safety factor 0.67 for the austenitic 

stainless steel before entering to the expected minimum stress-to-rupture curve. Fig. 24 
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shows the cumulative creep damage curve for a cycle. The obtained total creep damages 

are 0.4588 for point 1 and 0.2764 for point 2, which satisfy the creep-fatigue interaction 

limit curves as shown in Fig. 25. 
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Fig. 22 Obtained Stress Relaxation Time History for Evaluation Point 1 
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Fig. 23 Obtained Stress Relaxation Time History for Evaluation Point 2 
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Fig. 24 Creep Damage Curve for a cycle at Point 1 
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Fig. 25 Check of Creep-Fatigue Interaction Curve 

 

   Table 2 shows the summary of the structural integrity evaluations of point 1 for the 

example 1. 

Table 2. Summary of Evaluation Results for the Example 1 
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4.3 Example 2: for Two Operating Cycle Types 

   The exampled structural model is the same as that of used in example 1.  

 

4.3.1 Defined Cycle Types 

    In this example, two representative cycle types are assumed during the life time. One is 

the same cycle type as used in example 1, the other one is that the coolant temperature 

starts to decrease down to 400 oC from the normal operating temperature, 550oC for 5 

hours and next increase up to 600oC for 5 hours and recovers again the normal operating 

temperature after 5 hours. The total transient duration is 15 hours as same as that of the 

cycle type 1. 

   To define the load history for the total creep ratcheting strain calculation, it is assumed 

that two cycle types are uniformly distributed over the design life time and have the same 

hold temperature duration, then two cycles repeatedly occur 10 times with 12000 hours 

each other. Therefore, the total temperature-time block used in the evaluation is 20 time 

blocks and the total times used in selecting the isochronous curves exactly sum to the 

total service life. 

   The number of each cycle type for the creep-fatigue damage evaluations are defined to 

be 10 times for the cycle type 1 and 15 times for the cycle type 2. 

   The primary cycle types are assumed as the same in both cycle types with the internal 

pressure of 10 bars. 

 

4.3.2 Input Data List 

   The critical points for the evaluation are the same used in example 1. The input data 

used in evaluation is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Input Data Lists for Example 2 

============================================================== 
NCYC  2 
NPNT  2 
*TITLE 
EXAMPLE 3 for 2-Cycle Types and 2-Evaluation Points 
*MAT 
316S 
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*WELDMENT 
0 
*P-CHECK 
1 
*S-CHECK 
1 
*CF-CHECK 
1 
*PSTRESS  
3 
C1P1 
PM  0.8050E+06  0.9378E+07  0.1330E+07  0.2726E+07   0.000  0.000  
PB  0.2867E+06  0.2046E+08  0.6240E+07  0.2466E+07   0.000  0.000    
PF -0.5594E+06  0.3543E+07  0.9807E+06  0.5433E+06   0.000  0.000      
C1P2 
PM  0.8050E+06  0.9378E+07  0.1330E+07  0.2726E+07   0.000  0.000  
PB -0.2867E+06 -0.2046E+08 -0.6240E+07 -0.2466E+07   0.000  0.000    
PF -0.2182E+06  0.1084E+07  0.3168E+06  0.2989E+06   0.000  0.000   
2 
C2P1 
PM  0.8050E+06  0.9378E+07  0.1330E+07  0.2726E+07   0.000  0.000  
PB  0.2867E+06  0.2046E+08  0.6240E+07  0.2466E+07   0.000  0.000    
PF -0.5594E+06  0.3543E+07  0.9807E+06  0.5433E+06   0.000  0.000      
C2P2 
PM  0.8050E+06  0.9378E+07  0.1330E+07  0.2726E+07   0.000  0.000  
PB -0.2867E+06 -0.2046E+08 -0.6240E+07 -0.2466E+07   0.000  0.000    
PF -0.2182E+06  0.1084E+07  0.3168E+06  0.2989E+06   0.000  0.000   
*PDATA 
C1P1 611.2 240000. 
C1P2 610.1 240000. 
C2P1 563.6 240000. 
C2P2 562.7 240000. 
*MINQSTRESS 
C1P1 
QM -0.2266E+06  0.1390E+06 -0.2350E+08  0.3067E+07   0.000  0.000        
QB -0.2767E+06 -0.2107E+08 -0.1297E+08 -0.9762E+06   0.000  0.000       
QF  0.8746E+05 -0.7344E+06 -0.1998E+07 -0.2599E+07   0.000  0.000        
C1P2 
QM -0.2266E+06  0.1390E+06 -0.2350E+08  0.3067E+07   0.000  0.000      
QB  0.2767E+06  0.2107E+08  0.1297E+08  0.9762E+06   0.000  0.000       
QF -0.1943E+05  0.6906E+05 -0.1721E+07 -0.2192E+07   0.000  0.000   
C2P1 
QM -0.2813E+06  0.1607E+06 -0.2327E+08  0.3355E+07   0.000  0.000        
QB -0.3455E+06 -0.2238E+08 -0.1499E+08 -0.1272E+07   0.000  0.000       
QF  0.6825E+05 -0.1709E+07 -0.2912E+07 -0.2866E+07   0.000  0.000        
C2P2 
QM -0.2813E+06  0.1607E+06 -0.2327E+08  0.3355E+07   0.000  0.000      
QB  0.3455E+06  0.2238E+08  0.1499E+08  0.1272E+07   0.000  0.000        
QF -0.9134E+05 -0.5160E+06 -0.2332E+07 -0.2442E+07   0.000  0.000   
*MAXQSTRESS 
C1P1 
QM -0.3923E+06 -0.2548E+06  0.1558E+08 -0.2275E+07   0.000  0.000    
QB -0.1584E+06 -0.1426E+07  0.1233E+07 -0.4098E+06   0.000  0.000    
QF  0.1981E+06 -0.7047E+06  0.5818E+06  0.8781E+06   0.000  0.000     
C1P2 
QM -0.3923E+06 -0.2548E+06  0.1558E+08 -0.2275E+07   0.000  0.000 
QB  0.1584E+06  0.1426E+07 -0.1233E+07  0.4098E+06   0.000  0.000     
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QF  0.1188E+06 -0.3200E+06  0.5541E+06  0.8426E+06   0.000  0.000   
C2P1 
QM -0.4519E+06 -0.4949E+06  0.3849E+08 -0.5582E+07   0.000  0.000    
QB -0.5051E+05  0.1127E+08  0.1055E+08  0.1012E+06   0.000  0.000    
QF  0.2675E+06 -0.2791E+06  0.2436E+07  0.3083E+07   0.000  0.000     
C2P2 
QM -0.4519E+06 -0.4949E+06  0.3849E+08 -0.5582E+07   0.000  0.000 
QB  0.5051E+05 -0.1127E+08 -0.1055E+08 -0.1012E+06   0.000  0.000     
QF  0.2304E+06 -0.3572E+06  0.2079E+07  0.2778E+07   0.000  0.000   
*DESIGNLIFE 
240000. 
*LOADHISTORY 
2 10 
1 1 12000. 
2 2 12000. 
*NCYC 
C1 10 
C2 15 
*WATEMP 
C1P1 512.3 604.0 
C1P2 512.3 604.0 
C2P1 443.3 549.3 
C2P2 443.3 549.3 
*HCTEMP 
C1P1 512.1 605.5 
C1P2 512.5 602.4 
C2P1 442.1 551.1 
C2P2 444.5 547.4 
*EXTEMP 
C1P1 512.3 604.0 
C1P2 512.3 604.0 
C2P1 443.3 549.3 
C2P2 443.3 549.3 
*MMTEMP 
C1P1 611.2 
C1P2 610.1 
C2P1 563.6 
C2P2 562.7 
*HDTEMP 
P1 546.8 
P2 546.1 
*STRAIN-C 
C1P1 
MIN  0.11910E-03 -0.64670E-04 -0.21002E-03 -0.87877E-05  0.00  0.00        
MAX -0.31131E-04 -0.47836E-04  0.11477E-03 -0.29705E-04  0.00  0.00     
C1P2   
MIN -0.18102E-04  0.16565E-03 -0.12426E-03  0.32013E-04  0.00  0.00      
MAX -0.31070E-04 -0.23128E-04  0.92396E-04 -0.16819E-04  0.00  0.00    
C2P1 
MIN  0.12456E-03 -0.71803E-04 -0.21666E-03 -0.13167E-04  0.00  0.00        
MAX -0.11621E-03 -0.31387E-04  0.29258E-03 -0.37911E-04  0.00  0.00     
C2P2   
MIN -0.22601E-04  0.16232E-03 -0.11135E-03  0.36632E-04  0.00  0.00      
MAX -0.34228E-04 -0.12880E-03  0.20472E-03 -0.45988E-04  0.00  0.00      
*TRDATA 
C1P1 611.2 15.0 
C1P2 610.1 15.0 
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C2P1 563.6 15.0 
C2P2 562.7 15.0 
*DTCREEP 
0.1 
*OUTRES 
50 
*END 
=============================================================== 
 

4.3.1 Creep Ratcheting Evaluations 

   The overall output lists of the evaluation results are shown in Appendix B.  

   When using the elastic analysis rules, the calculated sum of the stress parameters (X + 

Y)  at evaluation point 1 is 0.6985 for the cycle type 1 and 0.9709 for the cycle type 2. 

These satisfy the limit value of Sa/Sy = 0.9495 for the cycle type 1 and Sa/Sy = 1.0 for 

the cycle type 2  in Test No A-1. The evaluation point 2 also satisfies the creep ratcheting 

limit rules with enough margins. 

   When using the simplified inelastic analysis rules, the obtained effective creep ratchet 

stresses for each evaluation point and cycle type are assumed to be remained constant 

throughout each block service time defined in the evaluation. These are listed as follows; 

 

Point No =   1,  Cycle Type =   1:   1.25Sc =  56.59(MPa) 

Point No =   1,  Cycle Type =   2:   1.25Sc =  56.52(MPa) 

Point No =   2,  Cycle Type =   1:   1.25Sc =  36.45(MPa) 

Point No =   2,  Cycle Type =   2:   1.25Sc =  55.82(MPa) 

 

   The above effective creep ratchet stresses are so small that the shake down might be 

expected. As shown in the output lists, the inelastic strains occur during first a few time 

blocks but no more after that. The calculated total creep ratchet strains are 0.1544 % for 

point 1 and 0.0375 % for point 2, which are very small quantities compared with the 

inelastic strain limits for the base metal 1.0 % or 0.5 % for the weldment. 

   When using the Test No B-3 for individual strain calculations, the total enhanced creep 

strain increments occur during the time blocks corresponding to the cycle type 1, which 

has higher metal temperature over 605oC, but is very small as 8.053e-6 for each time 

block and can hardly affect the total inelastic strains. 
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4.3.2 Creep-Fatigue Evaluations 

   The calculated fatigue damages are negligible for both cycle types at each evaluation 

point as shown in the output lists of Appendix B. The obtained total strain ranges are too 

small to invoke the fatigue damages. Therefore, the fatigue damages are negligible at 

both evaluation points. 

   To evaluate the creep damages, the enveloped stress relaxation time history should be 

generated for the cycle type 1 and type 2 during an entire life time. Fig. 26 shows the 

obtained envelope stress relaxation time history at evaluation point 1 including the safety 

factor K’=0.67.  
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Fig. 26 Envelope Stress Relaxation Time History 

 

As shown in figure, the obtained the envelope stress relaxation time history is very 

complicated and during the stress relaxation time of the cycle type 1 the stress level of the 

cycle type 2 makes the stress level increase enough to affect the creep damage occurrence. 

This stress envelop procedure of ASME-NH enables the designer to treat any kind of 

temperature and stress increments occurring intermediate operating time following the 

severe transient operation on the creep damage evaluations. In figure, no further 

modification of the stress time history is done on the stress time history curve during the 

transient time of 15.0 hours due to less primary stress than those in stress curve, but the 

maximum transient metal temperature is included in compliance with the ASME-NH 

rules. As shown in the enveloped stress relaxation time history curve, the stresses are 
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significantly relaxed at the beginning time of the dwell stress. This phenomenon will 

keep the creep damage from severely increasing during the maximum transient 

temperature operation. This is due to the low dwell stress level. However, when the initial 

stress level is much higher, then the trend of significant reductions of the initial stress at 

the beginning stage will be reduced. Actually as we investigate the characteristics of the 

isochronous curves in detail, we can see that the slopes of the hot tensile stress-strain 

curves less than the strains of 0.2% and the stress less than 138 MPa are so steep for most 

temperature ranges. This means that the dwell stresses can be significantly reduced at the 

beginning stage of the relaxation for these stress and strain ranges. All stress levels in the 

obtained stress time history are higher than that of the lower bound level, 56.6 MPa for 

point 1 and 55.8 MPa for point 2. 

   The calculated creep damages are 0.4686 for point 1 and 0.3480 for point 2. For the 

case of point 1, the calculated creep damage from the enveloped stress relaxation time 

history is larger than 0.4588 for a single cycle type 1 or 0.4449 for a single cycle type 2. 

From this result, the creep damage increases due to the effects of the cycle type 2 during 

the cycle type 1. Actually, it is expected that the higher the stress levels entering to the 

expected minimum stress-to-rupture curve at the given hold temperature are, the larger 

the effect of the enveloped stress level will be on the creep damage. 

   Instead of the enveloped stress method provided in ASME-NH, if we calculate the 

creep damage individually for both cycle types and linearly sum these with assumption 

that each cycle type is repeated throughout the entire design life time, then the creep 

damages at point 1 will be 0.4588 for the cycle type 1 and 0.4449 for the cycle type 2, 

which results in total creep damage, 0.9037. This estimation method is simple but results 

in greatly overestimated creep damage. Therefore, it should be careful to define the cycle 

types and their time durations, which sum to the entire design life time. 

 

   Table 3 shows the summary of the structural integrity evaluations of point 1 for the 

example 2. 
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Table 3. Summary of Evaluation Results for Example-2 

 

 

4.4 Parametric Studies Using SIE ASME-NH Code 

 

   All data such as the model and the operating cycle types used in these evaluations are 

based on a previous example 2. 

 

4.4.1 Evaluations for Weldment 

   When assuming the evaluation points are the part welded with SFA-5.22 E 316T, then 

the input data corresponding to the command *WELDMENT can be used to evaluate the 

high temperature structural integrity evaluations. The output evaluation results are listed 

in Appendix C, which is evaluated with the same input data except the *WELDMENT, 

316. 

   As shown in results, the calculated creep ratcheting strain 0.1544% satisfies the limit 

value of 0.5% and the fatigue damages are still negligible. However, the creep damages 

are calculated to be 2.8467 for point 1 and 1.1535 for point 2, which are greatly over the 
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limit value of 1.0. Compared these results with those of the base metal case, the creep 

values significantly increase due to the stress rupture factors given in Table I-14.10 of 

ASME-NH. 

 

4.4.2 Effects of Time Step Size for Creep Calculation 

   In calculating the creep damage from the stress relaxation time history, it is important 

to select the time step size which will be used to integral the time fraction. According to 

the ASME-NH, the stress (S)k and Temperature (T)k are assumed to be constant during 

each of time interval kt)(∆ . 

Fig. 27 shows the effect of the time step size on the creep damage calculation in the 

previous example 2. As shown in result, the calculated creep damages increase from 

when the time step size is larger than 10 hours. This is due to the assumption of the 

maximum stress value to be constant during the time step size. Especially when 

considering the transient time of 15 hours, which has higher temperature conditions, the 

larger time step size may result in much conservative or overestimated creep damage 

values in this time interval. Therefore, to minimize the conservatism in calculating the 

creep damage, it is recommended that the time step size should be less than the transient 

time interval at least.  
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Fig. 27 Time Step Size Effects on Creep Calculation 
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4.4.3 Effects of Primary Load on Creep Damage 

   Actually the creep damage is primarily invoked by the load-controlled stresses under 

high temperature conditions. Fig. 28 shows the effect of the load-controlled stresses, 

which are calculated for the variation of the internal pressure in previous example 2, on 

the creep damages using the ASME-NH rules. As shown in figure, the creep damages 

start to increase significantly when the internal pressure reach to a certain level. From 

these results, we can see that even slightly increasing the primary loads at a certain level 

subjected with the elevated temperature may result in unexpected severe creep damage 

rather than any other design factors. 
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Fig. 28. Primary Load Effects on Creep Damage 

 

4.4.4 Number of Cycle Effect on Creep Damage 

   When there are several kinds of the representative cycle types, the enveloped stress 

relaxation time history can be complicated and the occurrence number of the short period 

transient operations during the longer transient operating cycles can affect the total 

accumulated creep-fatigue damages. In this investigation, it is assumed that the cycle type 

1 is a long period transient cycle occurring 10 times and the cycle type 2 is a short period 
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transient cycle with varying cycle numbers but the individual operating cycle shall sum to 

the total design life time of 240000 hours. Fig. 29 shows the results of the calculated 

creep damages versus the numbers of the cycle type 2. As shown in figure, as numbers of 

the cycle type 2 increase the creep damages become larger. This means that as many as 

high transient temperature occurrences and enhancement of the stress level by the 

following transient cycle types can significantly affect the creep damages. 
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Fig. 29 Effects of Number of Cycles on Creep Damage 

 

4.4.5 Load History Effects on Creep Ratchet Strains 

   To investigate the load history effects on creep ratchet strain, it is assumed that the 

cycle type 1 and the cycle type 2 repeatedly occur with the same time intervals. For 

example of two time blocks, the cycle type 1 occurs 1 cycle with 120000 hours and the 

cycle type 2 with 120000 hours occurs 1 cycle with following the cycle type 1. The each 

time block sum to the total design service life time of 240000 hours. 

   Fig. 30 shows the results of this evaluation. As shown in figure, the total accumulated 

creep ratchet strain decrease as the numbers of time block increase. This result gives the 
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rational of the general requirements of the rule T-1331 (b) where the individual cycles or 

time blocks defined in the design specification can not be split into sub-cycles. 
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Fig. 30 Load History Effects on Accumulated Total Inelastic Strain 

 

4.4.6 Normal Temperature Effects 

 

4.4.8 Effects of Short Time Primary Loads 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

   In development of most liquid metal reactors, the elevated temperature operations over 

creep region are inevitable and much longer design lifetime than 30 years is adopted to 

enhance the economic features compared with the conventional PWR. These high design 

temperature and long design lifetime invoke the key issues on the structural integrity 

evaluations such as creep rupture, excessive creep deformation, cyclic creep ratcheting, 

creep-fatigue, creep crack growth and creep buckling.  

   To accomplish the elevated temperature design or assessment for the liquid metal 

reactors, the codes such as ASME-NH(USA), the RCC-MR(France), R5(United 

Kingdom), and DDS(Japan) are developed and many efforts are pouring to extend and 

modify the material database and the reduction of the conservatism contained in the 

codes. However the application procedures for these codes are very complicate, 

especially when the design load history is resolved into several kinds of cycle types and 

the elastic approach is intended to be used. Therefore, the computerized calculation 

program such as the DFA R5-Code can be a powerful tool to resolve the complex 

procedures of the codes. 

   The developed SIE ASME-NH Code in this report contains a computerized 

implementation of ASME Pressure Vessels and Piping Code Section III, Subsection NH 

rules. All material data and the necessary data values in ASME-NH code can be 

automatically generated by a computerized database program in SIE ASME-NH. The 

required input data file can be conveniently prepared with the elastic or inelastic 

structural analysis results by the independent command cards. Therefore, user can 

quickly and exactly carry out the elevated temperature structural integrity evaluations 

with significant reduction of the engineering costs, especially in the conceptual design 

stages. 

From the exampled applications and the parametric studies carried out in this paper, 

the following results are extracted; 

 

- Defining the representative cycle types or the temperature-time blocks for whole 

design life time is very important for an exact structural integrity evaluation. 
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- Various metal temperature data required in ASME-NH rules can significantly 

affect the results of the structural integrity evaluations. 

- Stress rupture factors for the weldments significantly affect the creep damage 

calculations. 

- Large time step size can result in overestimated creep damage. 

- When the primary load exceeds certain level, the creep damage becomes very 

sensitive to that.  

- Sequence of the cycle types in load history is important in calculating the total 

creep ratcheting strain. 

 

   The further effort to upgrade the SIE ASME-NH Code will be concentrated on  

- treating the isochronous stress-strain values for the arbitrary temperature and the 

time by the interpolation techniques 

- material database 

- stress intensity calculation for  general structures 
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Appendix-A : Determination of Stress Relaxation Strength for 316SS 

 

   The two relaxation strengths, SrH and SrL, may be determined by performing a pure 

uniaxial relaxation analysis starting with an initial stress of 1.5Sm and holding the initial 

strain throughout the time interval equal to the time of service above 427oC. In symbols, 

the subscripts H and L represent the temperatures at the hot and cold extremes of the 

stress cycle respectively.  

   The constitutive equation for the primary creep of 316SS is used as follows: 

t
t

C c
cr ∆








∂
∂
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ε

ε 1  

where 
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mc +
⋅⋅

+=εε &  

lnC = -1.35 – 5620/T – 50.6x10-6σ + 1.918 ln(σ/1000) 

lnP = 31.0 – 67310/T + 330.6x10-6σ - 885.0x10-12 σ2 

mε&ln = 43.69 – 106400/T + 294.0x10-6σ + 2.596 ln(σ/1000) 

 

   The units in above equation should be only absolute temperature, hours, pounds and 

inches. The valid temperature ranges for above equation are from 800oF to 1300oF and 

the valid stress range is 0.0 psi ≤ σ ≤ 45 ksi. If the temperature T is less than 800oF, then 

no creep is expected. 

   The secondary creep equation of 316SS is given as 

teeC TCC
cr ∆=∆ − //

7
108σε  

where σ is the equivalent stress. 
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Appendix B : Output Lists of Example 1 
 
 **************************************************** 
 **************************************************** 
  
                  SIE ASME-NH CODE                    
  
                  (APRIL 22, 2005)                    
  
  High Temperature Structural Integrity Evaluations   
  
           A Computerized Implementation of           
        ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code          
       Section III, Division 1 -Subsection NH         
  Class 1 Components in Elevated Temperature Service  
                    2004 Edition                      
  
 **************************************************** 
 **************************************************** 
   
 * TITLE = EXAMPLE 1 for 1-Cycle Types and 2-Evaluation Points                 
   
 * BASE MATERIAL = 316S            
  
 * APPLICATION   = BASE METAL 
  
* TOTAL CYCLE TYPES       =  1 
* TOTAL EVALUATION POINTS =  2 
 
* TOTAL SERVICE LIFE TIME = 240000.0000(HOURS) 
 
  
 ==================================================== 
 =                                                  = 
 =   EVALUATION OF PRIMARY STRESS INTENSITY LIMITS  = 
 =                                                  = 
 =        NH-3220 Design Rules and Limits for       = 
 =      Load Controlled Stresses in Structures      = 
 =                Other Than Bolts                  = 
 =                                                  = 
 ==================================================== 
  
 * SERVICE LEVEL - C 
 =================== 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  1 
 
 * MAX TEMP       =    611.200000000000      C 
 * TOTAL DURATION =    240000.000000000      HOURS 
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 EQ(7) GENERAL PRIMARY MEMBRANE SI LIMITS 
 ---------------------------------------- 
 
[CHK] Pm = 0.10160E+02 < 1.0St = 0.48969E+02 : OK  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(8) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(7) 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading,       ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tim = 0.10438E+07 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tim) = 0.22992E+00 < B = 1.0   : OK 
 
  
 EQ(9)(10) PRIMARY MEMBRANE+BENDING SI LIMITS 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Section Factor,                   K = 0.15000E+01 
Bending Stress Reduction Factor, Kt = 0.12500E+01 
 
 
[CHK] (PL + Pb) = 0.30564E+02 < 1.2KSm = 0.18159E+03  : OK 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb/Kt) = 0.26438E+02 < St = 0.48969E+02 : OK  for BASE 
METAL 
 
  
 EQ(11) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(10) 
 ---------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading ,      ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tib = 0.70666E+06 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tib) = 0.33962E+00 < 1.0                 : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 
 * MAX TEMP       =    610.100000000000      C 
 * TOTAL DURATION =    240000.000000000      HOURS 
  
  
 EQ(7) GENERAL PRIMARY MEMBRANE SI LIMITS 
 ---------------------------------------- 
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[CHK] Pm = 0.10160E+02 < 1.0St = 0.49492E+02 : OK  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(8) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(7) 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading,       ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tim = 0.10437E+07 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tim) = 0.22995E+00 < B = 1.0             : OK 
 
  
 EQ(9)(10) PRIMARY MEMBRANE+BENDING SI LIMITS 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Section Factor,                   K = 0.15000E+01 
Bending Stress Reduction Factor, Kt = 0.12500E+01 
 
 
[CHK] (PL + Pb) = 0.11612E+02 < 1.2KSm = 0.18171E+03  : OK 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb/Kt) = 0.77142E+01 < St = 0.49492E+02     : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(11) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(10) 
 ---------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading ,      ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tib = 0.10937E+07 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tib) = 0.21945E+00 < 1.0                 : OK 
 
  
 ==================================================== 
 =                                                  = 
 =           DEFORMATION AND STRAIN LIMITS          = 
 =                                                  = 
 =       T-1300 Deformation and Strain Limits       = 
 =              for Structural Integrity            = 
 =                                                  = 
 ==================================================== 
  
  
 (1) USING ELASTIC ANALYSIS 
 ========================== 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  1 
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 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * COLD TEMPERATUE    =    512.100000000000      C 
 * HOT TEMPERATURE    =    605.500000000000      C 
  
Yield stress at min wall averaged temp, SyL =    117.9179 MPa 
Yield stress at max wall averaged temp, SyH =    113.6800 MPa 
Averaged yield stress,                   Sy =    115.7989 MPa 
Max primary stress intensity, (Pm+Pb/Kt)max =     26.4382 MPa 
Max range of secndary SI,           (QR)max =     54.4476 MPa 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,   X =   0.228311530391393      
 Secondary Stress Parameter, Y =   0.470190454088719      
  
  
 (T-1322) TEST NO. A-1 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.6985 < Sa/Sy= 0.9495  : OK 
 
  
 (T-1323) TEST NO. A-2 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.6985 < 1.0            : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * COLD TEMPERATUE    =    512.500000000000      C 
 * HOT TEMPERATURE    =    602.400000000000      C 
  
Yield stress at min wall averaged temp, SyL =    117.9179 MPa 
Yield stress at max wall averaged temp, SyH =    113.6800 MPa 
Averaged yield stress,                   Sy =    115.7989 MPa 
Max primary stress intensity, (Pm+Pb/Kt)max =      7.7142 MPa 
Max range of secndary SI,           (QR)max =     46.5471 MPa 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,   X =   6.661678692096970E-002 
 Secondary Stress Parameter, Y =   0.401965106469427      
  
  
 (T-1322) TEST NO. A-1 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.4686 < Sa/Sy= 0.9495  : OK 
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 (T-1323) TEST NO. A-2 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.4686 < 1.0            : OK 
 
  
 (T-1324) TEST NO. A-3 
 --------------------- 
 
* POINT NO =  1 
 ================ 
  
 (A) USE-FRACTION SUM 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE NO =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     170.5200 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =    1749.2260 HOURS 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
  
Normal Metal Temperature      Ti =     546.8000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     174.4000 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239850.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =   40111.1111 HOURS 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tid) = 6.0654 > 0.1    : NOT OK 
 
  
 (B) CREEP STRAIN LIMITS 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     142.1000 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient Time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       0.5464 % 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
  
Normal Metal Temperature,     Ti =     546.8000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     145.3333 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239850.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       3.1920 % 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP STRAIN FOR 1.25Sy|Ti = 3.7384 % > 0.2  : NOT OK 
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 (C) 3Sm LIMITS 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
Cold Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle, Tcold =     512.1000 C 
Hot Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle,   Thot =     605.5000 C 
Stress Relax. Strength at Cold Temp, SrL =     139.9133 MPa 
Stress Relax. Strength at Hot Temp,  SrH =      76.6328 MPa 
Modified-3Sm = SrL + SrH =    216.5461 
3Sm =    303.7027 
 
[CHK] MAX RANGE OF (PL + Pb + Q) =  54.448 < 3Sm = 216.546  : OK 
 
 
* POINT NO =  2 
 ================ 
  
 (A) USE-FRACTION SUM 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE NO =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     170.5200 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =    1749.2260 HOURS 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
  
Normal Metal Temperature      Ti =     546.1000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     174.4875 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239850.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =   42830.2838 HOURS 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tid) = 5.6858 > 0.1    : NOT OK 
 
  
 (B) CREEP STRAIN LIMITS 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     142.1000 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient Time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       0.5464 % 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
  
Normal Metal Temperature,     Ti =     546.1000 C 
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Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     145.4062 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239850.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       3.1468 % 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP STRAIN FOR 1.25Sy|Ti = 3.6932 % > 0.2  : NOT OK 
 
  
 (C) 3Sm LIMITS 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
Cold Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle, Tcold =     512.5000 C 
Hot Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle,   Thot =     602.4000 C 
Stress Relax. Strength at Cold Temp, SrL =     139.5438 MPa 
Stress Relax. Strength at Hot Temp,  SrH =      79.6641 MPa 
Modified-3Sm = SrL + SrH =    219.2078 
3Sm =    304.2724 
 
[CHK] MAX RANGE OF (PL + Pb + Q) =  46.547 < 3Sm = 219.208  : OK 
 
  
  
 (2) USING SIMPLIFIED INELASTIC ANALYSIS 
 ======================================= 
  
 (T-1332) TEST NOS. B-1 and B-2 
 ------------------------------ 
 
* POINT NO   =  1 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * LOWER EXTREME TEMPERATURE  =    512.300000000000      C 
 * HIGHER EXTREME TEMPERATURE =    604.000000000000      C 
  
  
 Primary SI,  (Pm + Pb/Kt) + Qm =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Secondary SI Range,         QR =   19.5585325709778      (MPa) 
  
 Yield Stress at Cold Temp, SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,    X =   0.383937579007050      
 Secondary Stress Parameter,  Y =   0.165865739463724      
  
 Creep Stress Parameter,      Z =   0.383937579007050      
 
* POINT NO   =  2 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
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 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * LOWER EXTREME TEMPERATURE  =    512.300000000000      C 
 * HIGHER EXTREME TEMPERATURE =    604.000000000000      C 
  
  
 Primary SI,  (Pm + Pb/Kt) + Qm =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Secondary SI Range,         QR =   19.5585325709778      (MPa) 
  
 Yield Stress at Cold Temp, SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,    X =   0.247292632196371      
 Secondary Stress Parameter,  Y =   0.165865739463724      
  
 Creep Stress Parameter,      Z =   0.247292632196371      
  
 - EFFECTIVE CREEP RATCHET STRESSES : 
  
POINT NO =   1,  CYCLE TYPE =   1:   1.25Sc =  56.591(MPa) 
POINT NO =   2,  CYCLE TYPE =   1:   1.25Sc =  36.450(MPa) 
  
 * LISTS OF SEQUENCE OF LOAD HISTORIES 
  
 SEQUENCE NO.  CYCLE TYPES      DURATION OF TEMP-TIME BLOCKS 
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
      1            1                     240000.0000 
 
TOTAL SUM OF TIME BLOCKS = 240000.0000  >  DESIGN LIFE= 
240000.0000 : OK 
  
  
 - CALCULATED CREEP STRAIN INC FOR EACH TIME BLOCK 
 
* POINT NO   =  1 
 (SEQ NO)  (CREEP STRN INC)   (TEMP) 
 ------------------------------------ 
      1       0.194142        604.000 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP RATCHETING STRAIN = 0.1941 % < 1.0 %  : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 (SEQ NO)  (CREEP STRN INC)   (TEMP) 
 ------------------------------------ 
      1       0.038902        604.000 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP RATCHETING STRAIN = 0.0389 % < 1.0 %  : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
  
 (T-1333) TEST NO. B-3 
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 --------------------- 
 
* POINT NO =  1 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  1 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,     SyL = 117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,      SyH = 113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End, ScL = 45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End,  ScH = 45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle,  Sc = 45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   0.194141698050325       % 
  
  
 - TOTAL ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT   =   0.0000E+000  % 
 - TOTAL PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.0000E+000  % 
 - TOTAL INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN            =   0.19414      % 
 
 
[CHK] TOTAL INELASTIC STRAIN = 0.1941 % < 1.0 %  : OK  for BASE 
METAL 
 
 
* POINT NO =  2 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  1 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,     SyL =  117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,      SyH =  113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End, ScL =  29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End,  ScH =  29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle,  Sc =  29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
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 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   3.890159282662305E-002  % 
  
  
 - TOTAL ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT   =   0.00000E+000  % 
 - TOTAL PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.00000E+000  % 
 - TOTAL INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN            =   3.89015E-002  % 
 
 
[CHK] TOTAL INELASTIC STRAIN = 0.0389 % < 1.0 %  : OK  for BASE 
METAL 
 
  
 ==================================================== 
 =                                                  = 
 =        T-1400 CREEP-FATIGUE EVALUATION           = 
 =                                                  = 
 ==================================================== 
  
 
* POINT NO =   1 
 ================ 
  
  
 (1) FATIGUE DAMAGE EVALUATION 
 ----------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
 * MAX METAL TEMP   =    611.200000000000      C 
  
 * CYCLE DURATION   =    24000.0000000000      HOURS 
 * NUMBER OF CYCLES =           10 
 
Max Elastic Strain  Range,       Emax =      0.0321 % 
 
Equi. Stress Concentration Factor,  K =      1.1189 
 
Stress Indicator,                  S* =      0.0482 MPa 
Stress Indicator,               S_bar =      0.0539 MPa 
 
Modified Strain Range,           Emod =      0.0360 % 
 
Triaxiality Factor,               T.F.=      1.9413 
Factor by Triaxiality Factor,       f =      0.8978 
Modified 3Sm Value       Modified-3Sm =    216.5461 MPa 
 
KEmax =0.0004 < Modified-3Sm/E =1.4448 
 
Stress Ratio Factor at Yield,      Ke =      1.0000 
Factor, (Ke)(K)(Emax)(E)/Modified-3SM =      0.0002 
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Plastic Poisson Ratio Adj Factor, Kv* =      1.0000 
 
Mutiaxial Adjustment Factor,       Kv =      1.0000 
 
- ELASTIC-PLASTIC STRAIN RANGE,   Eep =      0.0360 % 
- CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT,          Ec =      0.0217 % 
 
- TOTAL STRAIN RANGE,              Et =      0.0577 % 
 
Design Number of cycle,             n =         10. 
Allowable Number of cycle,         Nd =    2824543. 
 
- FATIGUE DAMAGE = 0.000004   for CYCLE NO =   1 
 
 
- TOTAL FATIGUE DAMAGE, Df = 0.000004  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 (2) CREEP DAMAGE EVALUATION 
 --------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
(STEP 1) DEFINE TOTAL HOLD TIME,     tH = 240000.0000 H 
 
 
(STEP 2) DEFINE HOLD TEMPERATURE,   THT =    546.8000 C 
 
 
(STEP 3) DEFINE AVERAGE CYCLE TIME,  tj =  24000.0000 H 
 
         DEFINE NUMBER OF CYCLE,     nj =     10 
 
 
(STEP 4) STRESS LEVEL,               Sj =     79.7527 MPa 
         TOTAL STRAIN,               Et =      0.0577 % 
 
 
(STEP 5) STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORY GENERATION 
 
         LOWER BOUND STRESS,        SLB =     56.5914 MPa 
         TIME STEP SIZE FOR CREEP,   DT =      0.1000 H 
 
         OUTPUT FILE = SRTH.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 6) NOT-MODIFIED WITH TRANSIENT PRIMARY STRESS 
 
         AT TRANSIENT TIME =    15.00 HOURS 
         (PMB= 30.56 MPa   SR= 78.65 MPa) 
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(STEP 7) DEFINE CYCLE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE 
 
         TRNASIENT DURATION,   (tTRAN)j =     15.0000 H 
         TRNASIENT TEMPERATURE,(TTRAN)j =    611.2000 C 
 
 
(STEP 8) REPETITION OF STEP 3 THROUGH 7 FOR J=  1 TO  1 
 
         DWELL STRESS,            Sj/K* =    119.0339 MPa 
         SAFETY FACTOR,              K* =      0.6700 
 
 
[CHK] FATIGUE(CREEP)= 0.0000 < FATIGUE-LIMIT= 0.2319   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
 
[CHK] CREEP(FATIGUE)= 0.4588 < CREEP-LIMIT=   1.0000   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
 
* POINT NO =   2 
 ================ 
  
  
 (1) FATIGUE DAMAGE EVALUATION 
 ----------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
 * MAX METAL TEMP   =    610.100000000000      C 
  
 * CYCLE DURATION   =    24000.0000000000      HOURS 
 * NUMBER OF CYCLES =           10 
 
Max Elastic Strain  Range,       Emax =      0.0273 % 
 
Equi. Stress Concentration Factor,  K =      1.0561 
 
Stress Indicator,                  S* =      0.0409 MPa 
Stress Indicator,               S_bar =      0.0432 MPa 
 
Modified Strain Range,           Emod =      0.0288 % 
 
Triaxiality Factor,               T.F.=      0.2101 
Factor by Triaxiality Factor,       f =      0.0546 
Modified 3Sm Value       Modified-3Sm =    219.2078 MPa 
 
KEmax =0.0003 < Modified-3Sm/E =1.4615 
 
Stress Ratio Factor at Yield,      Ke =      1.0000 
Factor, (Ke)(K)(Emax)(E)/Modified-3SM =      0.0002 
Plastic Poisson Ratio Adj Factor, Kv* =      1.0000 
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Mutiaxial Adjustment Factor,       Kv =      1.0000 
 
- ELASTIC-PLASTIC STRAIN RANGE,   Eep =      0.0288 % 
- CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT,          Ec =      0.0041 % 
 
- TOTAL STRAIN RANGE,              Et =      0.0329 % 
 
Design Number of cycle,             n =         10. 
Allowable Number of cycle,         Nd =    3994271. 
 
- FATIGUE DAMAGE = 0.000003   for CYCLE NO =   1 
 
 
- TOTAL FATIGUE DAMAGE, Df = 0.000003  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 (2) CREEP DAMAGE EVALUATION 
 --------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
(STEP 1) DEFINE TOTAL HOLD TIME,     tH = 240000.0000 H 
 
 
(STEP 2) DEFINE HOLD TEMPERATURE,   THT =    546.1000 C 
 
 
(STEP 3) DEFINE AVERAGE CYCLE TIME,  tj =  24000.0000 H 
 
         DEFINE NUMBER OF CYCLE,     nj =     10 
 
 
(STEP 4) STRESS LEVEL,               Sj =     45.0898 MPa 
         TOTAL STRAIN,               Et =      0.0329 % 
 
 
(STEP 5) STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORY GENERATION 
 
         LOWER BOUND STRESS,        SLB =     36.4503 MPa 
         TIME STEP SIZE FOR CREEP,   DT =      0.1000 H 
 
         OUTPUT FILE = SRTH.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 6) NOT-MODIFIED WITH TRANSIENT PRIMARY STRESS 
 
         AT TRANSIENT TIME =    15.00 HOURS 
         (PMB= 11.61 MPa   SR= 45.09 MPa) 
 
 
(STEP 7) DEFINE CYCLE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE 
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         TRNASIENT DURATION,   (tTRAN)j =     15.0000 H 
         TRNASIENT TEMPERATURE,(TTRAN)j =    610.1000 C 
 
 
(STEP 8) REPETITION OF STEP 3 THROUGH 7 FOR J=  1 TO  1 
 
         DWELL STRESS,            Sj/K* =     67.2982 MPa 
         SAFETY FACTOR,              K* =      0.6700 
 
 
[CHK] FATIGUE(CREEP)= 0.0000 < FATIGUE-LIMIT= 0.3552   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
 
[CHK] CREEP(FATIGUE)= 0.2764 < CREEP-LIMIT=   1.0000   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
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Appendix-C : Output Lists of Example 2 
 
 **************************************************** 
 **************************************************** 
  
                  SIE ASME-NH CODE                    
  
                  (APRIL 22, 2005)                    
  
  High Temperature Structural Integrity Evaluations   
  
           A Computerized Implementation of           
        ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code          
       Section III, Division 1 -Subsection NH         
  Class 1 Components in Elevated Temperature Service  
                    2004 Edition                      
  
 **************************************************** 
 **************************************************** 
  
  
 * TITLE = EXAMPLE 3 for 2-Cycle Types and 2-Evaluation Points                 
  
  
 * BASE MATERIAL = 316S            
  
 * APPLICATION   = BASE METAL 
  
 
* TOTAL CYCLE TYPES       =  2 
* TOTAL EVALUATION POINTS =  2 
 
* TOTAL SERVICE LIFE TIME = 240000.0000(HOURS) 
 
  
 ==================================================== 
 =                                                  = 
 =   EVALUATION OF PRIMARY STRESS INTENSITY LIMITS  = 
 =                                                  = 
 =        NH-3220 Design Rules and Limits for       = 
 =      Load Controlled Stresses in Structures      = 
 =                Other Than Bolts                  = 
 =                                                  = 
 ==================================================== 
  
 * SERVICE LEVEL - C 
 =================== 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  1 
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 * MAX TEMP       =    611.200000000000      C 
 * TOTAL DURATION =    240000.000000000      HOURS 
  
  
 EQ(7) GENERAL PRIMARY MEMBRANE SI LIMITS 
 ---------------------------------------- 
 
[CHK] Pm = 0.10160E+02 < 1.0St = 0.48969E+02 : OK  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(8) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(7) 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading,       ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tim = 0.10438E+07 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tim) = 0.22992E+00 < B = 1.0             : OK 
 
  
 EQ(9)(10) PRIMARY MEMBRANE+BENDING SI LIMITS 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Section Factor,                   K = 0.15000E+01 
Bending Stress Reduction Factor, Kt = 0.12500E+01 
 
 
[CHK] (PL + Pb) = 0.30564E+02 < 1.2KSm = 0.18159E+03  : OK 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb/Kt) = 0.26438E+02 < St = 0.48969E+02     : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(11) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(10) 
 ---------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading ,      ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tib = 0.70666E+06 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tib) = 0.33962E+00 < 1.0                 : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 
 * MAX TEMP       =    610.100000000000      C 
 * TOTAL DURATION =    240000.000000000      HOURS 
  
  
 EQ(7) GENERAL PRIMARY MEMBRANE SI LIMITS 
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 ---------------------------------------- 
 
[CHK] Pm = 0.10160E+02 < 1.0St = 0.49492E+02 : OK  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(8) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(7) 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading,       ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tim = 0.10437E+07 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tim) = 0.22995E+00 < B = 1.0             : OK 
 
  
 EQ(9)(10) PRIMARY MEMBRANE+BENDING SI LIMITS 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Section Factor,                   K = 0.15000E+01 
Bending Stress Reduction Factor, Kt = 0.12500E+01 
 
 
[CHK] (PL + Pb) = 0.11612E+02 < 1.2KSm = 0.18171E+03  : OK 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb/Kt) = 0.77142E+01 < St = 0.49492E+02     : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(11) USE-FRACTION SUM ASSOCIATED WITH EQ(10) 
 ---------------------------------------------- 
 
Total Duration of a Loading ,      ti = 0.24000E+06 
Maximum Allowed Time(Fig.I-14.4), tib = 0.10937E+07 
 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tib) = 0.21945E+00 < 1.0                 : OK 
 
  
 * SERVICE LEVEL - A & B (NH-3223) 
 ================================= 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
* POINT NO   =  1 
 
 * MAX TEMP       =    563.600000000000      C 
 * TOTAL DURATION =    240000.000000000      HOURS 
  
  
 EQ(3) GENERAL PRIMARY MEMBRANE SI LIMITS 
 ---------------------------------------- 
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[CHK] Pm = 0.10160E+02 < Smt = 0.79994E+02   : OK  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(4)(5) PRIMARY-MEMBRANE+BENDING SI LIMITS 
 ------------------------------------------- 
 
Section Factor,                   K = 0.15000E+01 
Bending Stress Reduction Factor, Kt = 0.12500E+01 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb) = 0.30564E+02 < KSm = 0.15642E+03    : OK 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb/Kt) = 0.26438E+02 < St = 0.79994E+02  : OK  for BASE 
METAL 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 
 * MAX TEMP       =    562.700000000000      C 
 * TOTAL DURATION =    240000.000000000      HOURS 
  
  
 EQ(3) GENERAL PRIMARY MEMBRANE SI LIMITS 
 ---------------------------------------- 
 
[CHK] Pm = 0.10160E+02 < Smt = 0.80735E+02  : OK  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 EQ(4)(5) PRIMARY-MEMBRANE+BENDING SI LIMITS 
 ------------------------------------------- 
 
Section Factor,                   K = 0.15000E+01 
Bending Stress Reduction Factor, Kt = 0.12500E+01 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb) = 0.11612E+02 < KSm = 0.15652E+03    : OK 
 
 
[CHK] (PL+Pb/Kt) = 0.77142E+01 < St = 0.80735E+02  : OK  for BASE 
METAL 
 
  
 ==================================================== 
 =                                                  = 
 =           DEFORMATION AND STRAIN LIMITS          = 
 =                                                  = 
 =       T-1300 Deformation and Strain Limits       = 
 =              for Structural Integrity            = 
 =                                                  = 
 ==================================================== 
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 (1) USING ELASTIC ANALYSIS 
 ========================== 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  1 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * COLD TEMPERATUE    =    512.100000000000      C 
 * HOT TEMPERATURE    =    605.500000000000      C 
  
Yield stress at min wall averaged temp, SyL =    117.9179 MPa 
Yield stress at max wall averaged temp, SyH =    113.6800 MPa 
Averaged yield stress,                   Sy =    115.7989 MPa 
Max primary stress intensity, (Pm+Pb/Kt)max =     26.4382 MPa 
Max range of secndary SI,           (QR)max =     54.4476 MPa 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,   X =   0.228311530391393      
 Secondary Stress Parameter, Y =   0.470190454088719      
  
  
 (T-1322) TEST NO. A-1 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.6985 < Sa/Sy= 0.9495  : OK 
 
  
 (T-1323) TEST NO. A-2 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.6985 < 1.0            : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * COLD TEMPERATUE    =    512.500000000000      C 
 * HOT TEMPERATURE    =    602.400000000000      C 
  
Yield stress at min wall averaged temp, SyL =    117.9179 MPa 
Yield stress at max wall averaged temp, SyH =    113.6800 MPa 
Averaged yield stress,                   Sy =    115.7989 MPa 
Max primary stress intensity, (Pm+Pb/Kt)max =      7.7142 MPa 
Max range of secndary SI,           (QR)max =     46.5471 MPa 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,   X =   6.661678692096970E-002 
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 Secondary Stress Parameter, Y =   0.401965106469427      
  
  
 (T-1322) TEST NO. A-1 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.4686 < Sa/Sy= 0.9495  : OK 
 
  
 (T-1323) TEST NO. A-2 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.4686 < 1.0            : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
* POINT NO   =  1 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    443.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    549.300000000000      C 
  
 * COLD TEMPERATUE    =    442.100000000000      C 
 * HOT TEMPERATURE    =    551.100000000000      C 
  
Yield stress at min wall averaged temp, SyL =    121.3963 MPa 
Yield stress at max wall averaged temp, SyH =    116.0583 MPa 
Averaged yield stress,                   Sy =    118.7273 MPa 
Max primary stress intensity, (Pm+Pb/Kt)max =     26.4382 MPa 
Max range of secndary SI,           (QR)max =     88.8326 MPa 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,   X =   0.222680270677927      
 Secondary Stress Parameter, Y =   0.748206973451794      
  
  
 (T-1322) TEST NO. A-1 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.9709 < Sa/Sy= 1.0000  : OK 
 
  
 (T-1323) TEST NO. A-2 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.9709 < 1.0            : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    443.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    549.300000000000      C 
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 * COLD TEMPERATUE    =    444.500000000000      C 
 * HOT TEMPERATURE    =    547.400000000000      C 
  
Yield stress at min wall averaged temp, SyL =    121.3963 MPa 
Yield stress at max wall averaged temp, SyH =    116.0583 MPa 
Averaged yield stress,                   Sy =    118.7273 MPa 
Max primary stress intensity, (Pm+Pb/Kt)max =      7.7142 MPa 
Max range of secndary SI,           (QR)max =     73.4194 MPa 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,   X =   6.497369676347531E-002 
 Secondary Stress Parameter, Y =   0.618386747930472      
  
  
 (T-1322) TEST NO. A-1 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.6834 < Sa/Sy= 1.0000  : OK 
 
  
 (T-1323) TEST NO. A-2 
 --------------------- 
 
[CHK] (X + Y) = 0.6834 < 1.0            : OK 
 
  
 (T-1324) TEST NO. A-3 
 --------------------- 
 
* POINT NO =  1 
 ================ 
  
 (A) USE-FRACTION SUM 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE NO =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     170.5200 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =    1749.2260 HOURS 
 
* CYCLE NO =  2 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     549.3000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     174.0875 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient time) =     225.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =   30162.0122 HOURS 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
  
Normal Metal Temperature      Ti =     546.8000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     174.4000 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239625.0000 HOURS 
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Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =   40111.1111 HOURS 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tid) = 6.0672 > 0.1    : NOT OK 
 
  
 (B) CREEP STRAIN LIMITS 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     142.1000 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient Time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       0.5464 % 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     549.3000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     145.0729 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient Time) =     225.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       0.1132 % 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
  
Normal Metal Temperature,     Ti =     546.8000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     145.3333 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239625.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       3.1903 % 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP STRAIN FOR 1.25Sy|Ti = 3.8499 % > 0.2  : NOT OK 
 
  
 (C) 3Sm LIMITS 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
Cold Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle, Tcold =     512.1000 C 
Hot Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle,   Thot =     605.5000 C 
Stress Relax. Strength at Cold Temp, SrL =     139.9133 MPa 
Stress Relax. Strength at Hot Temp,  SrH =      76.6328 MPa 
Modified-3Sm = SrL + SrH =    216.5461 
3Sm =    303.7027 
 
[CHK] MAX RANGE OF (PL + Pb + Q) =  54.448 < 3Sm = 216.546  : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
 
Cold Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle, Tcold =     442.1000 C 
Hot Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle,   Thot =     551.1000 C 
Stress Relax. Strength at Cold Temp, SrL =     162.9562 MPa 
Stress Relax. Strength at Hot Temp,  SrH =     106.7365 MPa 
Modified-3Sm = SrL + SrH =    269.6926 
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3Sm =    315.6525 
 
[CHK] MAX RANGE OF (PL + Pb + Q) =  88.833 < 3Sm = 269.693  : OK 
 
 
* POINT NO =  2 
 ================ 
  
 (A) USE-FRACTION SUM 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE NO =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     170.5200 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =    1749.2260 HOURS 
 
* CYCLE NO =  2 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     549.3000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     174.0875 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient time) =     225.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =   30162.0122 HOURS 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
  
Normal Metal Temperature      Ti =     546.1000 C 
Stress Level,           1.5Sy|Ti =     174.4875 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239625.0000 HOURS 
Allowable Hours (TABLE I-14.6)   =   42830.2838 HOURS 
 
[CHK] UFS(ti/tid) = 5.6880 > 0.1    : NOT OK 
 
  
 (B) CREEP STRAIN LIMITS 
  
 - FOR TOTAL TRNASIENT OPERATION 
  
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     604.0000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     142.1000 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient Time) =     150.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       0.5464 % 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
Max Wall Average Temperature, Ti =     549.3000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     145.0729 MPa 
Number of Hours (Transient Time) =     225.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       0.1132 % 
 
 - FOR TOTAL STEADY STATE OPERATION 
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Normal Metal Temperature,     Ti =     546.1000 C 
Stress Level,          1.25Sy|Ti =     145.4062 MPa 
Number of Hours (Normal Time)    =  239625.0000 HOURS 
Creep Strain (FIG. T-1800)       =       3.1450 % 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP STRAIN FOR 1.25Sy|Ti = 3.8046 % > 0.2  : NOT OK 
 
  
 (C) 3Sm LIMITS 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
Cold Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle, Tcold =     512.5000 C 
Hot Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle,   Thot =     602.4000 C 
Stress Relax. Strength at Cold Temp, SrL =     139.5438 MPa 
Stress Relax. Strength at Hot Temp,  SrH =      79.6641 MPa 
Modified-3Sm = SrL + SrH =    219.2078 
3Sm =    304.2724 
 
[CHK] MAX RANGE OF (PL + Pb + Q) =  46.547 < 3Sm = 219.208  : OK 
 
 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
 
Cold Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle, Tcold =     444.5000 C 
Hot Temp at Extreme Stress Cycle,   Thot =     547.4000 C 
Stress Relax. Strength at Cold Temp, SrL =     162.6985 MPa 
Stress Relax. Strength at Hot Temp,  SrH =     109.3651 MPa 
Modified-3Sm = SrL + SrH =    272.0636 
3Sm =    316.4850 
 
[CHK] MAX RANGE OF (PL + Pb + Q) =  73.419 < 3Sm = 272.064  : OK 
 
  
  
 (2) USING SIMPLIFIED INELASTIC ANALYSIS 
 ======================================= 
  
 (T-1332) TEST NOS. B-1 and B-2 
 ------------------------------ 
 
* POINT NO   =  1 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * LOWER EXTREME TEMPERATURE  =    512.300000000000      C 
 * HIGHER EXTREME TEMPERATURE =    604.000000000000      C 
  
  
 Primary SI,  (Pm + Pb/Kt) + Qm =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
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 Secondary SI Range,         QR =   19.5585325709778      (MPa) 
  
 Yield Stress at Cold Temp, SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,    X =   0.383937579007050      
 Secondary Stress Parameter,  Y =   0.165865739463724      
  
 Creep Stress Parameter,      Z =   0.383937579007050      
 
* POINT NO   =  1 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    443.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    549.300000000000      C 
  
 * LOWER EXTREME TEMPERATURE  =    443.300000000000      C 
 * HIGHER EXTREME TEMPERATURE =    549.300000000000      C 
  
  
 Primary SI,  (Pm + Pb/Kt) + Qm =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Secondary SI Range,         QR =   33.4678861755579      (MPa) 
  
 Yield Stress at Cold Temp, SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,    X =   0.372436460972942      
 Secondary Stress Parameter,  Y =   0.275691163541527      
  
 Creep Stress Parameter,      Z =   0.372436460972942      
 
* POINT NO   =  2 
* CYCLE TYPE =  1 
 
 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    512.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    604.000000000000      C 
  
 * LOWER EXTREME TEMPERATURE  =    512.300000000000      C 
 * HIGHER EXTREME TEMPERATURE =    604.000000000000      C 
  
  
 Primary SI,  (Pm + Pb/Kt) + Qm =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Secondary SI Range,         QR =   19.5585325709778      (MPa) 
  
 Yield Stress at Cold Temp, SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,    X =   0.247292632196371      
 Secondary Stress Parameter,  Y =   0.165865739463724      
  
 Creep Stress Parameter,      Z =   0.247292632196371      
 
* POINT NO   =  2 
* CYCLE TYPE =  2 
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 * MIN WALL AVG. TEMP =    443.300000000000      C 
 * MAX WALL AVG. TEMP =    549.300000000000      C 
  
 * LOWER EXTREME TEMPERATURE  =    443.300000000000      C 
 * HIGHER EXTREME TEMPERATURE =    549.300000000000      C 
  
  
 Primary SI,  (Pm + Pb/Kt) + Qm =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Secondary SI Range,         QR =   33.4678861755579      (MPa) 
  
 Yield Stress at Cold Temp, SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
  
 Primary Stress Parameter,    X =   0.367852657290018      
 Secondary Stress Parameter,  Y =   0.275691163541527      
  
 Creep Stress Parameter,      Z =   0.367852657290018      
  
 - EFFECTIVE CREEP RATCHET STRESSES : 
  
POINT NO =   1,  CYCLE TYPE =   1:   1.25Sc =  56.591(MPa) 
POINT NO =   1,  CYCLE TYPE =   2:   1.25Sc =  56.516(MPa) 
POINT NO =   2,  CYCLE TYPE =   1:   1.25Sc =  36.450(MPa) 
POINT NO =   2,  CYCLE TYPE =   2:   1.25Sc =  55.820(MPa) 
  
 * LISTS OF SEQUENCE OF LOAD HISTORIES 
  
 SEQUENCE NO.  CYCLE TYPES      DURATION OF TEMP-TIME BLOCKS 
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
      1            1                      12000.0000 
      2            2                      12000.0000 
      3            1                      12000.0000 
      4            2                      12000.0000 
      5            1                      12000.0000 
      6            2                      12000.0000 
      7            1                      12000.0000 
      8            2                      12000.0000 
      9            1                      12000.0000 
     10            2                      12000.0000 
     11            1                      12000.0000 
     12            2                      12000.0000 
     13            1                      12000.0000 
     14            2                      12000.0000 
     15            1                      12000.0000 
     16            2                      12000.0000 
     17            1                      12000.0000 
     18            2                      12000.0000 
     19            1                      12000.0000 
     20            2                      12000.0000 
 
TOTAL SUM OF TIME BLOCKS = 240000.0000  >  DESIGN LIFE= 
240000.0000 : OK 
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 - CALCULATED CREEP STRAIN INC FOR EACH TIME BLOCK 
 
* POINT NO   =  1 
 (SEQ NO)  (CREEP STRN INC)   (TEMP) 
 ------------------------------------ 
      1       0.092672        604.000 
      2       0.000730        549.300 
      3       0.011786        604.000 
      4       0.000730        549.300 
      5       0.005326        604.000 
      6       0.000730        549.300 
      7       0.005326        604.000 
      8       0.000730        549.300 
      9       0.005326        604.000 
     10       0.000730        549.300 
     11       0.005326        604.000 
     12       0.000730        549.300 
     13       0.005326        604.000 
     14       0.000730        549.300 
     15       0.005326        604.000 
     16       0.000730        549.300 
     17       0.005326        604.000 
     18       0.000730        549.300 
     19       0.005326        604.000 
     20       0.000730        549.300 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP RATCHETING STRAIN = 0.1544 % < 1.0 %  : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
 
* POINT NO   =  2 
 (SEQ NO)  (CREEP STRN INC)   (TEMP) 
 ------------------------------------ 
      1       0.029151        604.000 
      2       0.000670        549.300 
      3       0.000187        604.000 
      4       0.000670        549.300 
      5       0.000187        604.000 
      6       0.000670        549.300 
      7       0.000187        604.000 
      8       0.000670        549.300 
      9       0.000187        604.000 
     10       0.000670        549.300 
     11       0.000187        604.000 
     12       0.000670        549.300 
     13       0.000187        604.000 
     14       0.000670        549.300 
     15       0.000187        604.000 
     16       0.000670        549.300 
     17       0.000187        604.000 
     18       0.000670        549.300 
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     19       0.000187        604.000 
     20       0.000670        549.300 
 
[CHK] TOTAL CREEP RATCHETING STRAIN = 0.0375 % < 1.0 %  : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
  
 (T-1333) TEST NO. B-3 
 --------------------- 
 
* POINT NO =  1 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  1 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   9.267247100333134E-002  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  2 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615552966E-004  % 
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* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  3 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.178602519841462E-002  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  4 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615553244E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  5 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,     SyL =   117.917857142857      
(MPa) 
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 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554704453E-003  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  6 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615553244E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  7 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554704564E-003  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  8 
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 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615553244E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  9 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa)    
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554704342E-003  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 10 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
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 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615553244E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 11 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554704342E-003  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 12 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615557684E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 13 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
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 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554706118E-003  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 14 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615522157E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 15 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554720329E-003  % 
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* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 16 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615557684E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 17 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554834016E-003  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 18 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
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 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615984010E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 19 
 
  
 XL =   0.383937579007050      ,    XH =   0.398250321895916      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.383937579007050      
 ZH =   0.398250321895916      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   8.065120562196274E-004  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   5.326251554834016E-003  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 20 
 
  
 XL =   0.372436460972942      ,    XH =   0.389566226476472      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.372436460972942      
 ZH =   0.389566226476472      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   45.2124069678152      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   45.2730965931277      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   7.299007615984010E-004  % 
  
  
 - TOTAL ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT   =   
8.065120562196274E-003  % 
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 - TOTAL PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT  =   
0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 - TOTAL INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN            =   
0.154367516255295       % 
 
 
[CHK] TOTAL INELASTIC STRAIN = 0.1624 % < 1.0 %  : OK  for BASE 
METAL 
 
 
* POINT NO =  2 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  1 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   2.915141242833928E-002  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  2 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880430305E-004  % 
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* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  3 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845918242E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  4 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880430375E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  5 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
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 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845918242E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  6 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880430375E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  7 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845918242E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  8 
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 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880430375E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO =  9 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845917686E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 10 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
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 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880430097E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 11 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845919907E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 12 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880431762E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 13 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
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 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845922127E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 14 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880425101E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 15 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845931009E-004  % 
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* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 16 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880429542E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 17 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle,  Sc =   44.6559501777589      
(MPa)  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845931009E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 18 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,     SyL =   121.396296296296      
(MPa) 
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 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880429542E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 19 
 
  
 XL =   0.247292632196371      ,    XH =   0.256511411645080      
 YL =   0.165865739463724      ,    YH =   0.172049019801001      
  
 ZL =   0.247292632196371      
 ZH =   0.256511411645080      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   117.917857142857      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   113.680000000000      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   1.869671845895482E-004  % 
 
 
* TEMP-TIME BLOCK NO = 20 
 
  
 XL =   0.367852657290018      ,    XH =   0.384771596275657      
 YL =   0.275691163541527      ,    YH =   0.288371245858185      
  
 ZL =   0.367852657290018      
 ZH =   0.384771596275657      
  
 Yield Stress at Cold End,    SyL =   121.396296296296      (MPa) 
 Yield Stress at Hot End,     SyH =   116.058333333333      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Cold End,ScL =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep Stress at Hot End, ScH =   44.6559501777589      (MPa) 
 Eff Creep STR for Next Cycle, Sc =   29.1602172758127      (MPa) 
  
 -ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.251357812470160       % 
 -PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT =   0.000000000000000E+000  % 
 -INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN           =   6.702803880500596E-004  % 
  
  
 - TOTAL ENHANCED CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT   =    
2.51357812470160       % 
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 - TOTAL PLASTIC RATCHET STRAIN INCREMENT  =   0.00000E+000  % 
 - TOTAL INELASTIC CREEP STRAIN            =   3.75369E-002  % 
 
 
[CHK] TOTAL INELASTIC STRAIN = 2.5511 % > 1.0 %  : NOT OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
  
 ==================================================== 
 =                                                  = 
 =        T-1400 CREEP-FATIGUE EVALUATION           = 
 =                                                  = 
 ==================================================== 
  
 
* POINT NO =   1 
 ================ 
  
  
 (1) FATIGUE DAMAGE EVALUATION 
 ----------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
 * MAX METAL TEMP   =    611.200000000000      C 
  
 * CYCLE DURATION   =    24000.0000000000      HOURS 
 * NUMBER OF CYCLES =           10 
 
Max Elastic Strain  Range,       Emax =      0.0321 % 
 
Equi. Stress Concentration Factor,  K =      1.1189 
 
Stress Indicator,                  S* =      0.0482 MPa 
Stress Indicator,               S_bar =      0.0539 MPa 
 
Modified Strain Range,           Emod =      0.0360 % 
 
Triaxiality Factor,               T.F.=      1.9413 
Factor by Triaxiality Factor,       f =      0.8978 
Modified 3Sm Value       Modified-3Sm =    216.5461 MPa 
 
KEmax =0.0004 < Modified-3Sm/E =1.4448 
 
Stress Ratio Factor at Yield,      Ke =      1.0000 
Factor, (Ke)(K)(Emax)(E)/Modified-3SM =      0.0002 
Plastic Poisson Ratio Adj Factor, Kv* =      1.0000 
 
Mutiaxial Adjustment Factor,       Kv =      1.0000 
 
- ELASTIC-PLASTIC STRAIN RANGE,   Eep =      0.0360 % 
- CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT,          Ec =      0.0217 % 
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- TOTAL STRAIN RANGE,              Et =      0.0577 % 
 
Design Number of cycle,             n =         10. 
Allowable Number of cycle,         Nd =    2824543. 
 
- FATIGUE DAMAGE = 0.000004   for CYCLE NO =   1 
 
 
* CYCLE NO =  2 
 
 * MAX METAL TEMP   =    563.600000000000      C 
  
 * CYCLE DURATION   =    16000.0000000000      HOURS 
 * NUMBER OF CYCLES =           15 
 
Max Elastic Strain  Range,       Emax =      0.0505 % 
 
Equi. Stress Concentration Factor,  K =      1.0769 
 
Stress Indicator,                  S* =      0.0781 MPa 
Stress Indicator,               S_bar =      0.0841 MPa 
 
Modified Strain Range,           Emod =      0.0544 % 
 
Triaxiality Factor,               T.F.=      1.9359 
Factor by Triaxiality Factor,       f =      0.8884 
Modified 3Sm Value       Modified-3Sm =    269.6926 MPa 
 
KEmax =0.0005 < Modified-3Sm/E =1.7440 
 
Stress Ratio Factor at Yield,      Ke =      1.0000 
Factor, (Ke)(K)(Emax)(E)/Modified-3SM =      0.0003 
Plastic Poisson Ratio Adj Factor, Kv* =      1.0000 
 
Mutiaxial Adjustment Factor,       Kv =      1.0000 
 
- ELASTIC-PLASTIC STRAIN RANGE,   Eep =      0.0544 % 
- CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT,          Ec =      0.0017 % 
 
- TOTAL STRAIN RANGE,              Et =      0.0561 % 
 
Design Number of cycle,             n =         15. 
Allowable Number of cycle,         Nd =    2898164. 
 
- FATIGUE DAMAGE = 0.000005   for CYCLE NO =   2 
 
 
- TOTAL FATIGUE DAMAGE, Df = 0.000009  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 (2) CREEP DAMAGE EVALUATION 
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 --------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
(STEP 1) DEFINE TOTAL HOLD TIME,     tH = 240000.0000 H 
 
 
(STEP 2) DEFINE HOLD TEMPERATURE,   THT =    546.8000 C 
 
 
(STEP 3) DEFINE AVERAGE CYCLE TIME,  tj =  24000.0000 H 
 
         DEFINE NUMBER OF CYCLE,     nj =     10 
 
 
(STEP 4) STRESS LEVEL,               Sj =     79.7527 MPa 
         TOTAL STRAIN,               Et =      0.0577 % 
 
 
(STEP 5) STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORY GENERATION 
 
         LOWER BOUND STRESS,        SLB =     56.5914 MPa 
         TIME STEP SIZE FOR CREEP,   DT =      0.1000 H 
 
         OUTPUT FILE = SRTH.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 6) NOT-MODIFIED WITH TRANSIENT PRIMARY STRESS 
 
         AT TRANSIENT TIME =    15.00 HOURS 
         (PMB= 30.56 MPa   SR= 78.65 MPa) 
 
 
(STEP 7) DEFINE CYCLE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE 
 
         TRNASIENT DURATION,   (tTRAN)j =     15.0000 H 
         TRNASIENT TEMPERATURE,(TTRAN)j =    611.2000 C 
 
 
(STEP 8) REPETITION OF STEP 3 THROUGH 7 FOR J=  1 TO  2 
 
         DWELL STRESS,            Sj/K* =    119.0339 MPa 
         SAFETY FACTOR,              K* =      0.6700 
 
 
* CYCLE NO =  2 
 
(STEP 1) DEFINE TOTAL HOLD TIME,     tH = 240000.0000 H 
 
 
(STEP 2) DEFINE HOLD TEMPERATURE,   THT =    546.8000 C 
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(STEP 3) DEFINE AVERAGE CYCLE TIME,  tj =  16000.0000 H 
 
         DEFINE NUMBER OF CYCLE,     nj =     15 
 
 
(STEP 4) STRESS LEVEL,               Sj =     77.5711 MPa 
         TOTAL STRAIN,               Et =      0.0561 % 
 
 
(STEP 5) STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORY GENERATION 
 
         LOWER BOUND STRESS,        SLB =     56.5914 MPa 
         TIME STEP SIZE FOR CREEP,   DT =      0.1000 H 
 
         OUTPUT FILE = SRTH.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 6) NOT-MODIFIED WITH TRANSIENT PRIMARY STRESS 
 
         AT TRANSIENT TIME =    15.00 HOURS 
         (PMB= 30.56 MPa   SR= 76.47 MPa) 
 
 
(STEP 7) DEFINE CYCLE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE 
 
         TRNASIENT DURATION,   (tTRAN)j =     15.0000 H 
         TRNASIENT TEMPERATURE,(TTRAN)j =    563.6000 C 
 
 
(STEP 8) REPETITION OF STEP 3 THROUGH 7 FOR J=  2 TO  2 
 
         DWELL STRESS,            Sj/K* =    115.7777 MPa 
         SAFETY FACTOR,              K* =      0.6700 
 
 
(STEP 9) ENVELOPE STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORIES 
 
         OUTPUT FILE = ENVSTR.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 10) TOTAL CREEP DAMAGE,  Dc = 0.4686 for POINT NO =   1 
 
 
[CHK] FATIGUE(CREEP)= 0.0000 < FATIGUE-LIMIT= 0.2277   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
 
[CHK] CREEP(FATIGUE)= 0.4686 < CREEP-LIMIT=   1.0000   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
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* POINT NO =   2 
 ================ 
  
  
 (1) FATIGUE DAMAGE EVALUATION 
 ----------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
 * MAX METAL TEMP   =    610.100000000000      C 
  
 * CYCLE DURATION   =    24000.0000000000      HOURS 
 * NUMBER OF CYCLES =           10 
 
Max Elastic Strain  Range,       Emax =      0.0273 % 
 
Equi. Stress Concentration Factor,  K =      1.0561 
 
Stress Indicator,                  S* =      0.0409 MPa 
Stress Indicator,               S_bar =      0.0432 MPa 
 
Modified Strain Range,           Emod =      0.0288 % 
 
Triaxiality Factor,               T.F.=      0.2101 
Factor by Triaxiality Factor,       f =      0.0546 
Modified 3Sm Value       Modified-3Sm =    219.2078 MPa 
 
KEmax =0.0003 < Modified-3Sm/E =1.4615 
 
Stress Ratio Factor at Yield,      Ke =      1.0000 
Factor, (Ke)(K)(Emax)(E)/Modified-3SM =      0.0002 
Plastic Poisson Ratio Adj Factor, Kv* =      1.0000 
 
Mutiaxial Adjustment Factor,       Kv =      1.0000 
 
- ELASTIC-PLASTIC STRAIN RANGE,   Eep =      0.0288 % 
- CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT,          Ec =      0.0041 % 
 
- TOTAL STRAIN RANGE,              Et =      0.0329 % 
 
Design Number of cycle,             n =         10. 
Allowable Number of cycle,         Nd =    3994271. 
 
- FATIGUE DAMAGE = 0.000003   for CYCLE NO =   1 
 
 
* CYCLE NO =  2 
 
 * MAX METAL TEMP   =    562.700000000000      C 
  
 * CYCLE DURATION   =    16000.0000000000      HOURS 
 * NUMBER OF CYCLES =           15 
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Max Elastic Strain  Range,       Emax =      0.0409 % 
 
Equi. Stress Concentration Factor,  K =      1.0487 
 
Stress Indicator,                  S* =      0.0632 MPa 
Stress Indicator,               S_bar =      0.0663 MPa 
 
Modified Strain Range,           Emod =      0.0429 % 
 
Triaxiality Factor,               T.F.=      0.1204 
Factor by Triaxiality Factor,       f =      0.0313 
Modified 3Sm Value       Modified-3Sm =    272.0636 MPa 
 
KEmax =0.0004 < Modified-3Sm/E =1.7583 
 
Stress Ratio Factor at Yield,      Ke =      1.0000 
Factor, (Ke)(K)(Emax)(E)/Modified-3SM =      0.0002 
Plastic Poisson Ratio Adj Factor, Kv* =      1.0000 
 
Mutiaxial Adjustment Factor,       Kv =      1.0000 
 
- ELASTIC-PLASTIC STRAIN RANGE,   Eep =      0.0429 % 
- CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT,          Ec =      0.0015 % 
 
- TOTAL STRAIN RANGE,              Et =      0.0444 % 
 
Design Number of cycle,             n =         15. 
Allowable Number of cycle,         Nd =    3452960. 
 
- FATIGUE DAMAGE = 0.000004   for CYCLE NO =   2 
 
 
- TOTAL FATIGUE DAMAGE, Df = 0.000007  for BASE METAL 
 
  
 (2) CREEP DAMAGE EVALUATION 
 --------------------------- 
 
* CYCLE NO =  1 
 
(STEP 1) DEFINE TOTAL HOLD TIME,     tH = 240000.0000 H 
 
 
(STEP 2) DEFINE HOLD TEMPERATURE,   THT =    546.1000 C 
 
 
(STEP 3) DEFINE AVERAGE CYCLE TIME,  tj =  24000.0000 H 
 
         DEFINE NUMBER OF CYCLE,     nj =     10 
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(STEP 4) STRESS LEVEL,               Sj =     45.0898 MPa 
         TOTAL STRAIN,               Et =      0.0329 % 
 
 
(STEP 5) STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORY GENERATION 
 
         LOWER BOUND STRESS,        SLB =     55.8199 MPa 
         TIME STEP SIZE FOR CREEP,   DT =      0.1000 H 
 
         OUTPUT FILE = SRTH.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 6) NOT-MODIFIED WITH TRANSIENT PRIMARY STRESS 
 
         AT TRANSIENT TIME =    15.00 HOURS 
         (PMB= 11.61 MPa   SR= 45.09 MPa) 
 
 
(STEP 7) DEFINE CYCLE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE 
 
         TRNASIENT DURATION,   (tTRAN)j =     15.0000 H 
         TRNASIENT TEMPERATURE,(TTRAN)j =    610.1000 C 
 
 
(STEP 8) REPETITION OF STEP 3 THROUGH 7 FOR J=  1 TO  2 
 
         DWELL STRESS,            Sj/K* =     83.3133 MPa 
         SAFETY FACTOR,              K* =      0.6700 
 
 
* CYCLE NO =  2 
 
(STEP 1) DEFINE TOTAL HOLD TIME,     tH = 240000.0000 H 
 
 
(STEP 2) DEFINE HOLD TEMPERATURE,   THT =    546.1000 C 
 
 
(STEP 3) DEFINE AVERAGE CYCLE TIME,  tj =  16000.0000 H 
 
         DEFINE NUMBER OF CYCLE,     nj =     15 
 
 
(STEP 4) STRESS LEVEL,               Sj =     61.1306 MPa 
         TOTAL STRAIN,               Et =      0.0444 % 
 
 
(STEP 5) STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORY GENERATION 
 
         LOWER BOUND STRESS,        SLB =     55.8199 MPa 
         TIME STEP SIZE FOR CREEP,   DT =      0.1000 H 
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         OUTPUT FILE = SRTH.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 6) NOT-MODIFIED WITH TRANSIENT PRIMARY STRESS 
 
         AT TRANSIENT TIME =    15.00 HOURS 
         (PMB= 11.61 MPa   SR= 60.78 MPa) 
 
 
(STEP 7) DEFINE CYCLE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE 
 
         TRNASIENT DURATION,   (tTRAN)j =     15.0000 H 
         TRNASIENT TEMPERATURE,(TTRAN)j =    562.7000 C 
 
 
(STEP 8) REPETITION OF STEP 3 THROUGH 7 FOR J=  2 TO  2 
 
         DWELL STRESS,            Sj/K* =     91.2397 MPa 
         SAFETY FACTOR,              K* =      0.6700 
 
 
(STEP 9) ENVELOPE STRESS RELAXATION TIME HISTORIES 
 
         OUTPUT FILE = ENVSTR.OUT 
 
 
(STEP 10) TOTAL CREEP DAMAGE,  Dc = 0.3480 for POINT NO =   2 
 
 
[CHK] FATIGUE(CREEP)= 0.0000 < FATIGUE-LIMIT= 0.2794   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
 
 
[CHK] CREEP(FATIGUE)= 0.3480 < CREEP-LIMIT=   1.0000   : OK  for 
BASE METAL 
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